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In order to establish the effects of a number of cell process and per-
formance variables upon the oxygen evolution rate of silver/silver oxide
cathode, the subject contract was initiated. The goal has been to es-
tablish by prediction and measurement the conditions which would result
in the production of a minimum of oxygen.
Realizing that such a study would be evolutionary in nature, five (5)
tasks were designated as follows:
Task I
(a) Design and fabrication of two pilot test cells to be used for elec-
trode testing, measurement of gas volume and rate generated and
sampling of the gas for analysis.
(b) Assembly of constant temperature equipment.
Task II
(a) Determination of the sensitivity and accuracy of the test cell using
sheet nickel test electrodes by varying the currents to generate
gas at known rates.
(b) Fabrication of additional cells of the final design.
Task III
Determination of total volumes and rates of generation by cathodes of
standard production procedures under the following test condtions:
(a) During at least 14 days activated stand period at 90°F, followed
by discharge rate of C/40 (10 amp for full cell or 1 amp/plate).




Set up a sequential test plan to determine the effect of the following
factors on production positives (after production drying as applied to
dry stand of these positives).
Factors Levels
(a) Temperature 90°F, 140°F
(b) Vacuum Atmospheric pressure, 0.5 psia
(c) Time 10 days
(d) Flush with He at 140°F w/o treatment, w/treatment
for one hour followed by
N2 cooling to R.T.
Task V .
Set up a series of positive formation cells in which formation process
factors can be controlled. Set up sequential test plans to determine the
effects of factors associated with the formation of the positive plate and
the effect on gas quantity and evolution rate.
Discussion and data in this report is presented sequentially according to
task number.
1.1 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
This section will be devoted to a general treatment of the basis for
the design for the various runs after the completion of those that were
part of Tasks I, II and III. These initial tasks consisted of runs that
were replicated as closely as possible. With the beginning of Task TV
and V, the problem was the determination of the effect of variables on
the performance of the positive plates. It was anticipated that Task V
would ultimately estimate the effect of up to about twenty (20) variables
while Task IV was much less (8 variables). The number of determinations
(plate runs) to evaluate all main variable effects and all interactions
N
without any replicates with each variable at two levels (-,+) is 2 where
N is the number of variables. It is evident that a means of reducing
the number of runs and still permit the evaluation of important effects
is required. The approach to be outlined iheretn is a result of several
years development from a study of 0. L. Davies, "Design and Analysis of
Industrial Experiments"; N..R. Draper and H. Smith, "Applied Regression
Analysis"; much assistance from Dr. Leroy Folks, Department of Statistics,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma; Statistics Department,
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico and many others.
Some nomenclature and procedures are used that may require definitions.
A type of variable used consists of two levels. These levels are a comparison
of conditions comprising the variable such as temperature with one level at
140°F versus another level at 100°F or a stand time variable with one level
being no stand time and the other a two week stand time. .The two levels can
then be designated as + or +1 for one of the levels and -, -1 or 0 for the
other level. Also used is lower case alphabetic (a,b,etc.) for one level and
a blank for the other level. A balanced (equal number of + and -) full
factorial single replicated design will include all possible combinations of
the two level variables. 4
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Two methods of representing this design for three (3) variables (factors)
are shown in Figures 1.1-1 and 1.1-2. Each box in the first figure and each row in
the second figure represent corresponding trial combinations. The symbol "(1)"
means that all ^ levels are at the minus, i.e. -1,-1,-1. Each column in the
second arrangement corresponds to each individual variable. Each box in Figure
1.1-1 and each row in Figure 1.1-2 would have a numerical response value from which
the effect of these variables and their interactions, can.be estimated. In
Ngeneral, the number of trials for a full factorial is 2 where N is the
number of variables. For a full factorial, each variable and appropriate
interaction (AB,AC,BC and ABC) corresponds to a column a'nd its designation follows
the row order as shown in the second figure arrangement. The columns designated
A, B, AB, etc. are used in the estimation or calculation of the effect of
each. The sign designation of the levels of the 3 variables, A, B, and C
are determined, by convention, by the first column ( (1) , a, b, ab, etc.). For
example the designation "a" sets the level of variable A at the + level while
variables B and C are at the - level. The signs under each interaction column
are then fully defined by the variable levels since if variables A and B are
both at the - level then the interaction must be at the + level. An additional
column, not shown, is understood as being available: the response for each trial
( (1) ,a,b,etc.) Each then may be thought of as a vector in a matrix. The
% . ; • .
correlation coefficient between these columns or vectors is important.
The correlation coefficient, R, is calculated for the A and B vectors by:




An cctribute of a full factorial is that all correlation coefficients
J-of.Jcen all variables and all interactions are equal to zero. The matrix
A to ABC or in any size problem, the matrix without the response is
termed the X matrix (controlled or independent variable matrix) since
these variables are or should be subject to independent control. The
. .-....' ' 5 ' . ' : •
response is termed the dependent variable vector or. Y vector. This "plus
and minus" variable, although it may be quantitative in nature is really
qualitative since it can be used to describe and evaluate, say two types
of raw materias in a process (one type = +, the other -). This variable
can be considered quantitative with the assumption that the change from
the plus level to the minus level will be linear.
A true quantitative variable may be entered into the matrix by
using the actual numerical value used in each test as an additional X or
independent vector. In order to code this variable so its range will be
-1 to +1, computer routines can be called to determine the maximum value
and the minimum value, assign a +1 and -1 to these and prorate all values
between these -two extremes. The vector thus will contain values comparable
to the rest of the X matrix but will have the same distribution as the
original values. Several advantages come from coding such as the magnitude •
of the numbers are about the same over the matrix, and predicting responses
can be simplier since the range of all the vectors are the same (+1 to -1).
A modification of the qualitative (+,-) variable is termed "Dummy
Variable" by Draper and Smith, "Applied Regression Analysis", p. 140, et seq.
This type has been utilized in the analysis. Dummy variables may be used
to compare more than two qualitative variables by multiple regression,
to be discussed shortly. Figure 1.1-3 illustrates the structure of the
Dummy variable vectors. Dummy Variable No. 1 compares Qualitative variable
condition A with B while Variable 2 compares condition A with C. Thus, if
both B and C are compared with A, then B can be compared with C. Thus (N-l)
dummy variables can define N qualitative variables. It is obvious that
these can not be used in a balanced factorial design since these can not
be used in interactions with each other but can interact with other variables.
If the trials could be always designed to follow a full balanced factorial
the interpretation would be simple. It may be seen from Figure 1.1-2 that
the sum of the corresponding responses for negative and positive within
each vector automatically result in cancelling of all other vector effects.
So to evaluate the effect (- to +) , each is found by obtaining the following
difference in mean response: .
Resp. for; Resp. for:
Eff . of A = (a+ab+ac+abc)/4 - ((l)+b+c+bc)/4
Eff. of B = (b+ab+bc+abc>/4 - ((l)+a+c+ac)/4
Eff. of C = (c+ac+bc+abc)/4 - ((l)+a+b+ab)/4
Other procedures for estimating the variable effects for a full factorial
design are a Yates and multiple regression analyses. Yates analysis
(0. L. Davies, "Design and Analysis of Industrial Experiments") is limited
-to -balanced -design but 'mu'lt-i'ple regression is not so limited and is the
method used in this work. Each trial may be represented as a linear
equation:
Var 1 + b12 Var 2 + b13 Var 3
Varl + b22 Var 2 + b^VarS ......... — = Y2
By solving these equations for the coefficients, by the least square
calculation a general regression equation may be determined:
K + at Var 1 + a2 Var 2 + a Var 3 ---------- =y
Where y is the predicted response from the regression equation determined.
The least square analysis determines the constant and coefficients so that
sum of the residuals squared is a minimum. A residual is the difference
between the observed response (y) and the predicted response (y) for an
observation. To illustrate the analysis for a full and fractional factorial
with built up responses so the actual can be readily compared with that
determined by regression,- refer to Figure 1.1-4 and Figure 1.1-5,
It should be noted that a close parallel exists between observing if a
causative variable creates a "trend" in the response and using regression
for analysis. A good "trend", as shown graphically between a causative variable
and a response^would be revealed by the regression when the model "predicts"
the original data values closely, i.e., the residuals would be relatively small
and the SSQ for error as well. Thus, if there were no error and only one
causative variable, the graphed curve would fit the points precisely and the
regression model would show a'feero" residual SSQ (error). The total SSQ
obtained from the responses is thus allocated completely to the one causative
X variable. If the causative variable had not caused the response to change
'over -its range'and assuming no error, -the SSQ-would also have been zero and
of course the residual SSQ would like-wise be zero. Carrying this line of
reasoning on to more than one causative variable and interactions between
these, is the job of multiple regression. Graphing the effects is out of the
question. Solving the equations defining the design (Y^ , Y2, etc.) above
allocates the SSQ to each variable's (vector) coefficient in the model and
the "unaccounted" is left a« residual SSQ (error). Obviously, any variable
not included in the model will have its SSQ left in the "error" SSQ value.
Therefore, the analysis consists of selecting as large a model as possible with
the number of variable coefficients less than (N-l) , where N
is the number of trials. The two computer programs for multiple '.regression used
here "throw-out" variables or vectors which closely correlate other independent
variables,, and when - the amount of SSQ's allocated to a variable is
sufficiently small as compared to the residual SSQ. When the number of potential
vectors are larger than the program can accomodate, making a preliminary set of
correlation coefficients can often show some high (near 1. or -1.) values and
these can be dropped. The use of correlation coefficients will also identify
"confounded" vectors in a "partial" factorial design. If a variable is included
or added to a design based on full factorial in place of an interaction, this
new .variable and the interaction will be confounded. By "adding" is meant that
each level ( 4- or - ) assigned to the interaction is used for the new
variable. The "effect" will obviously be the sum of the original interaction
effect plus that due to the added (confounded) variable. Confounding is the
price paid for reducing the number of tests;
In the actual analysis of real data, a type of internal coding of the X
or controlled variable matrix is used to create the +1 to -1 range. If the
variable is quantitative, say, as sinterd weight of the plate, the maximum
and minimum values are found which will ultimately be used to code each term
from +1 (max.) to -1 (min.). This was discussed on page 5. For variables
already assigned -f-1 and -1 (qualitative or 2 level quantitative variables),
before the maximum - minimum coding is applied, 2. is added to each so the
range is 1 to 3 corresponding to +1 and -1. Next, all interactions are
formed by taking the corresponding product for each pair desired. The
maximum-minimum coding is then applied to each vector (variables and inter-
actions) so the entire X matrix has each coded to +1 and -1 and the interaction
products obey the sign convention (-lx-l*-f-l, -1 x +1 = -1, +1 x +1 * +1).
%
by using the maximum-minimum coding after the quantizing adjustment (adding 2)
above, the product of the two minimum levels results in a -1 code in the
interaction and two maximum levels results in a +1 interaction level. It is
thus possible to evaluate the interactive direction and effect from the
regression coefficient. The effect observed by taking the mean of the
factorial predictions is the same regards of the type of coding that is used.
To illustrate the coding and the proficiency of analysing data by
multiple regression, several "cases" have been built up before hand using
various criteria. Figures No. 1.1-4 through -7 show the ability of the
regular, regression program to analyse data and predict under various
conditions. These show the buildup of the responses and the actual
solution by multiple regression.
To translate the above to what was done in the actual tests, the
initial set in TaskV used a fractional factorial design with 16 trials
with five qualitative (-!,+!) variables and two quantitative plate
variables. Additional variables were sequentially added by testing another
set of 16 plates controlled at some, as yet, untested variable level(-1
or +1) with a duplication of the original five + two variable design
superimposed. The opposing level of the new variable was always that used in
the preceding formations. The original five + two variables were not always
duplicated; however, the entries in the matrix were made to correspond to the
actual-experimental conditions. Also, the two quantitative variables were
recomputed to evaluate per cent pick-up(oxygen) rather than oxygen weight.
Also, the per cent pick-up was treated as a dependent variable, disregarding
the gas volumes, versus the X matrix; obviously without per cent .pick-up.
If a plate was lost inadvertently, no attempt was made to replace the .
test since it was thought that sufficient conditions were covered to
evaluate the effect. Multiple regression analysis is deemed to be the
indicated procedure for data analysis. .
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1.2 OXYGEN LIBERATION MECHANISMS
A theoretical discussion of possible mechanisms whereby the oxygen
gassing rate may be influenced should prove pertinent to the
interpretation of the data obtained. Table 1.2-1 is a listing of
most probable or most often mentioned mechanisms and reactions that
are involved in production or steps leading to production of oxygen
gas. Table 1.2-2 is a listing of pertinent available thermodynamic
values. The data analysis discussions will allude to which mechanisms
might be most likely to be operative under the give circumstances.
The general classes of mechanisms are:
1. Spontaneous decomposition, particulary of the higher oxides,
of stoichiometric or non-stoichiometric compounds present in
the plate whether, as a principal component or as an impurity.
The oxygen should be present as a chemically bound species before
appearing as a free gas. Reactions listed appling in this case,
would be of the type of reaction numbers 1, 8, 10, 13, 14 and 15.
The most probable of these are the AgO compounds (8 and 10).
The actual presence of Ag203 (13, 14 and 15) as a discrete
« . . .
compound is suspect.
2. Oxygen that is adsorbed on the surface of the active material would
be displaced or dissolved-, by electrolyte. Oxygen trapped in the
oxide layer or crystal lattice would be released on discharge when
the active material trapping it. is altered. This oxygen is chemical
unbound and is present due to structural restraint and Von der Waal
forces.
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Other than the obvious release of the gas through electrolyte
or discharge, this oxygen could play a partial role in retardation
of the spontaneous decomposition rate by presenting, in effect, an
oxygen partial pressure greater than that otherwise expected.
3. Solubility of silver oxide compounds in the potassium hydroxide
electroltye may produce species capable of reaction or decomposition
in solution. Reaction Numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12 and 16 are
representative of this phase.
The solubility products produced from any source of silver oxides
has been indicated, by other researchers, as being equivalent or
nearly so to that for the Ag2© species alone. The solubility has
been indicated as increasing with increasing concentration of
potassium hydroxide.
A decomposition by the effect of light for the solvated silver
oxides has also been found.
4. Electrochemical reactions, including the presence of voltage in
excess of the oxygen overpotential, can result in the formation
% -
of oxygen gas. A distinction is made between "electrochemical" and
"chemical" reactions. Electrochemical reaction takes place when
cathode and anode sites are distinguished with a free (metallic
conduction) transfer of electrons between these along with ionic
transfer through an electrolyte. An internal electrochemical reaction,
of the type of reaction Number 9, could occur in the positive plate
with AgQ acting as the cathode- aridunformed Ag as the anode.
12
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5. Reactions that would be likely only during discharge would be
represented by reaction Numbers 5, 6, and 7. The oxygen ions
represented would have a very low probability of existence under
ordinary conditions. Under discharge some form of ionic oxygen
transport is necessary and the probability of a reaction of this
type is greatly enhanced.
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2.0 FACTUAL DATA AND DISCUSSION
2.1 & 2.2 Task I ended with the construction of test cells which allowed for
the collection of gas in a calibrated cylinder by displacement of
liquid. Three (3) series of runs were made using nickel sheet elec-
trodes which could be caused to generate gas by electrolysis of water
in the electrolyte at known rates. The oxygen equivalent was calculated
to be 4.02 ml per ampere-minute corrected for local laboratory conditions
(26°C and .963 atm).
Calibration data was taken at two rates, .050 amps and .0015 amps.
These rates are equivalent to 12.04 ml/hour and 0.378 ml/hour re-
spectively. The volume calibration factor 'for the collection tube
was found to be .323 ml per cm of length. Data for high rate (0.05




3 10.85 • . . '
4 • • ' , • . . . 10.47
5 *. ' 8.59
6 9.04
mean = 9.743 ml/hour
Sample Sigma = 0.847
% of Theoretical = 80.9
Refinements of this basic design included a constant stream of
bubbling oxygen to keep the bulk electrolyte saturated at all times,
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thereby preventing sample loss to the liquid. Also a shield of
"Pellon" was built into the test cell around the test plate to
prevent sweeping away of 0 by bulk current. The final config-
uration of the test cell is shown by Figure 2.1-1. (Certain
construction details are omitted for clarity).
2.3 Task III
Early plots of gas evolution indicated that discharge production
might be an exponential, while the open circuit is linear.. It was
decided to use a fifth degree polynomial equation model to define the
gas volume vs. time curve rather than an exponential model. The
program for the non-linear exponential regression uses an iteration
procedure and frequently the program would diverge. A prediction
value for 140 hours for the open circuit gas and a value for 50 hours
for discharge gas were decided as responses for the gases produced.
The "untreated" (as is) production plates developed a mean and sample
sigma of 26.7 cc/hour and 11.765respectively7for O.C. gas and 12.2
cc/hour and S.ASjrespectivelyjfor the discharge gas.
2.4 Task IV
2.4.1 Task IV - Data
»
Gas analysis, via gas chromatography, has shown that the gas
produced by both open circuit and discharge conditions is
strictly oxygen. Hydrogen was suspected during the earlier
phase of gas analysis but this was resolved when argon carrier
gas was substituted for helium. The argon provided better
resolution and showed no hydrogen peaks. Nitrogen that was
occasionally found is certainly due to air contamination.
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The variables studied in this task are listed in Table No. 2.4-1
(1 to 8 inclusive) while 9 through 27 are interactions making
up the regression models used in analysing the effect of the
variables on the gassing. Table No. 2.4-2A shows the column
designations and Table 2.4-2B lists all Task IV data. Table No.'s.
2.4-3, 2.4-4 and 2.4-5 show the regressions used to evaluate
the effect of the variables in Task IV (Table No. 2.4-1). Also
Tables 2.4-6.,-7 & -8 show the original data, the prediction of
these data using the model shown, the residuals, and standard
error of the predicted value. These models were selected by
successive deletion from the original complete model until all
student "t" values for each variable was ^1.
The analytical procedure for evaluation, discussed in paragraph
1.1, of the variable effects is:
1) Build a matrix of the complete 2** factorial starting with
all positive levels (1-8) and changing each variable successively
to -1 to create 256 predictions.
2) Using the models of Tables 2.4-3, 2.4-4 and 2.4-5, compute
the 256 corresponding predictions.
3) An analysis is made of each full factorial set of predictions
by computing the mean, etc. of all predictions for all positive
levels (XI) and negative levels (X2) for each variable and inter-
action (Var. 1, etc.) disregarding all other variables successively.
16
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Comparing XI values minus the X2 value yields the variable effect
(+1 to -1) successively for each variable. The differences
obtained in this manner are listed in Table 2.4-12 (Summary of
Effects) by variable and the type of gas. The levels preceding
the difference number are the minimum gas levels.
4) Tables 2.4-9, 2.4-10 and 2.4-11 represent the minimum
("A" designator) and maximum ("B" designator) gassing combinations
of variables for open circuit, discharge and combined gas respectively.
The level columns are in variable number order. The number of
each combination is the sequence number in the matrix and the
MIN (or MAX) number is the predicted value of the combination.
2,4.2 Task IV - Discussion
Table numbers 2.4-9, 2.4-10, 2.4-11 and 2.4-12 serve as '
comparisons and means.to evaluate the effects of the variables
on the three (3) responses.
VARIABLE NO. 1 - Temperature (+) = 140CF; (-) = 75°F (RT)
0/C (-) 34.104; Disc. (-) 63.029; Comb (-) 92.335
This variable compares plate treatment at room temperature vernus
treatment at 140°F The minimum gassing level is definitely the
lower temperature treatment for all cases.
This is consistent with the view that a stabilization of the
oxides has been obtained through production procedures. Higher
temperatures would tend to promote a more rapid decomposition
of the higher oxides and this could in turn weaken the more
stable organization of the oxide crystals or layers. If the
oxide layers or crystals are expanded or disorganize in the
17
process this would lend more impetus to the formation of
active sites for the discharge gassing mechanism as well
as allow more surface area exposed to the electrolyte for .
open circuit gassing.
Interaction Variable 9 (Var.l)(Var.2) suggests these two
variables act in the same manner and with a limiting effect.
The resultant interaction of the two shows a lessened effect
on reduction of gassing than if the two variables acted
independently. Interaction Variable 12 (Var.l)(Var.5)
shows an additive effect of the combination. This could
tend to indicate that the higher temperature involved in
Var. 5 was the primary effect of the variable in lieu of the
inert gas treatment. Interaction Variables 10 (Var.l)(Var.3)
and 13 (Jfar.l) (Var.6) are also involved but these are discussed
under the Var. 3, Var. 6 section.
VARIABLE NO. 2-Pressure (+)=0.5ATM; (-)=!.OATM 0/C(-)28.714;
Disc. (-) 14.918; Comb. (-) 29.971
The effect of pressure is examined in this variable by
comparing reduced pressure treatment of one-half atmosphere
with room pressure. Minimum gassing was obtained with the
less severe treatment of one atmosphere.
The probable causes would be similar to those outlined under
Var. 1 as reduction in pressure would have a similar effect as
higher temperatures. Lowering pressure would tend to
effectively reduce oxygen partial pressure and promote de-
composition of the higher oxides disrupting whatever
'• " • • . " ' ' 1 8 . . - • • . • - • . ' .
stabilization processes had occured with similar effects
as Var. 1. The reduced pressure would also draw out at an-
increased rate any trapped or occluded oxygen that might
be present, further reducing effective oxygen partial
pressure. A major effect from this line is questionable.
Interaction Variable 16 (VAr.2)(Var.4) indicates an
additive effect of the two variables in combination. This
is most likely due to the inverse effect of longer time at
reduced pressure causing more gassing. In view of" inter-j^
action Variable 9 (discussed under Variable 1) Variable 16
indicates a limiting rate dependent on time for the mechanism -
producing the increased gassing. While increased time allows
the mechanism to continue in effect; possibly increasing with
time, the mechanism has a limit since Variable 9 is a decrease
from the sum of the individual variables effects that would be
the direct cause of the mechanism.
Interaction Variable 17 (Var.2)(Var.5) shows a lessened
effect for the combination of the two variables. This, again,
indicates Var. 5'^ main effect lies in the temperature
difference imposed.
VARIABLE NO. 4 - TIME
(+) = 10 days; (.-) =1 day; 0/C (-) 66.229; Disc (-) 40.068;
Comb (-) 114.648 . "". .
The time of treatment of 1 day produces the minimum gassing
effect. The nature of the magnitude of this independent variable
is somewhat puzzling. The longer time might be thought to allow
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rearrangement of the oxide layers or crystals to more stable
species, yet this does not seem to be the case. Longer time,
obviously, would result in a larger total amount of simple
decomposition products formed compared with the shorter time
at similar conditions. Apparently, this is the determinant
factor in this variable.
Interaction Variable 16 is discussed under its companion variable
and Variables 19 and 23 are discussed under Variables 3 and 6.
VARIABLE NO. 5 - INERT GAS TREATMENT
(•f) = He flushed at 140°F for 1 hour and cooled to room temperature
with N-; (-) = No treatment; 0/C (-) 10.148; Disc (-) 9.176;
Comb (-) 17.409
This variable was included to determine if gasses trapped in
the plate on .formation had an -effect on oxygen production.
The major effect would have been the removal of unbound or
loose bound oxygen effectively reducing oxygen partial pressure
for the decomposition of the oxides. In quantity, this effect
is, apparently, the least significant of those examined. The
minimum gassing level is that of no treatment. The effect
that is found is beiieved to be-primarily that of the higher
temperature applied concurrently to the inert gas flushing.
Interaction variables are discussed under the companion variables.
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VARIABLES NO. 3 AND NO. 6 - COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION LOTS
Number 3 (+) = Lot 25; (-) = Lot 24; (0) « Lot 1
0/C (-) 42.325; Disc. (-) 44.491; Comb (-) 92.444
Number 6 (+_ = Lot 1; (-) -. Lot 24; (0) = Lot 25
0/C (-) 4.398; Disc. (-) 8.383; Comb (-) 13.619
These two variables compare differences in production lots,
£.
through the use of dummy variables. These two variables work
in conjunction to determine the lot numbers of a given test.
The major fact determined from this portion of the analysis
is that there is indeed a difference from lot to lot of
production plates.
Of the lots used, the lot designated "25" . appears responsible
for increased gassing compared to the other two lots which are
not significantly different, though Lot 24 appears as the
minimum gassing lot in the main effects. In the MIN gas
analysis Lot 1 appears in the majority of combinations, although
Lot 24 is present especially for open circuit and to a lesser
degree, for combined gas.
Somewhat of a peculiarity is found in Interaction Variable 10
(Var.l)(Var.3) .* A very large effect with temperature on
the plates of Lot 25. The indication is that for Lot 25, the
high temperature treatment promotes less gassing in opposition
to the expected increase in gassing. Inspection of the MAX
levels of gassing strongly support this anomaly. In those
instances that Lot 25 is listed in the MAX gas level, the
temperature is invariably the lower (room temperature) while
in all other cases it is the expected higher temperature (140°F).
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The apparent magnitude of this effect is much greater than for any
interaction or main effect. A possible explanation would be
a particularly large proportion of easily decomposed oxides in
Lot 25 as compared to the other two lots. The higher temperature
would then dispose of these oxides to a greater degree before
the start of the tests.
Variable 13 (Var.1)(Var.6) has the expected direction and is
additive indicating that the lower gas mechanism for Lots 1 and
24 are similar or identical and that the lower temperature en-
hances the lower gas rate in combination with Lot 24. This is
further indication that Lots 1 and 24 are quite similar in
respect to their gassing. Variable 14 (Var.5)(Var.6) has
effects very similar to, but to a much lesser degree than,
Variable 13. This is to be expected if Variable 5's main
effect is the incidental high temperature.
Interaction Variables 19 (Var.3)(Var.4) and 23 (Var.4)(Var.6)
offer another contrast between the lots. Variable 19 is additive
as might be expected if. Lot 25is more concentrated in the
higher oxides. Variable 23, on the other hand, is less by
the interaction than for the sum of the individual main effects.
VARIABLE NO. 8 - OXYGEN PERCENT PICKUP (+)high (-) low
0/C 0, Disch (+) 31.099; Comb. 0
Oxygen percent pickup has significant effect only for discharge
gassing. This would seem particularly reasonable if the mechanism
for gassing during-: discharge Involved reduction of the lower
22
valence silver ions by oxygen ions in the transport process.
The higher percent oxygen pickup, the lower gas level, would
indicate a higher percentange of high valence silver and
conversely a lower proportion of raonovalent silver.
2.4.3 TASK IV SUMMARY
From the data obtained from production plates just discussed, it is
apparent that no further treatment above production procedures is necessary
and, indeed, is very undesirable. Increased temperature or reduced
pressure contribute to increasing the volume of gassing in both open
circuit and discharge conditions. Flushing the plates with inert gas
is at best valueless and at worst detrimental to the gassing of the
plates. The shortest possible stand time is apparently the lowest gas ,
producing level. The sintered weight of the plate is not critical to
<gas production but the highest percent oxygen pickup is most desirable.
Not only does the higher pickup reduce gassing on discharge but, obviously,
increases the capacity available in the plates.
A variation was found among the production lots examined. However,
only three lots were involved and two of those appeared to correspond





2.5.1 Task V - Data
The variables studied for Task V are indicated in Table-2.5-1.
Table 2.5-2A shows the column designations while Table 2.5-2B
lists all Task V data.
Tables 2.5-3,-4 and -5 show the regression models used for open
circuit, discharge, and combined gas respectively. The criteria
for developing the regression model involved deleting all
interaction variables having a greater than .999 correlation
with any other variable. The "complete" regression model was
prepared and refined .by backward deletion by successive removal
of the lowest "t" value of the coefficients made until the lowest
value was one. The full factorial was prepared using these -
"best" models to predict the full factorial. The variable
analysis was then the same as that used in Task IV.
-Tables 2.5-9,-10 and -11 show the maximum and minimum level combinations
as was explained in 2.4.1. In the case of Task.V, however, not all main
effects are--interactive and the non-interactive effects (indicated by
zeros in their respective columns) are not included in the prediction.
To include these in the prediction, it is necessary to sum (by sign)
the non-interactive variables effects from Table 2.5-12.
"2.5.2 Task V - Discussion
The variables are discussed individually with a brief suggestion
as to the causitive effect involved. (As this approach was not
- designed to investigate mechanisms or structures, the causitive
discussion should be interpreted only as possibilities).
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Variable 01 - Rinse Rate .
(+)=low rate (-)= high rate o/c (+) 3.42, Disc.(+)0.78
Comb. (+) 2.60
In all three cases the (+) or low rate of rinse is the minimum
gassing level. The lower rinse rate would dissolve less oxide
in the process of rinse than the higher rate. The lower oxides
would be the-most easily dissolved. If the oxides are arranged
in a manner that the higher, more easily decomposed oxides are
toward the centers of oxide layers or crystals, then the removal
of the surface oxides would expose the subsurface oxides to
a faster rate of decomposition. The surface oxide layer could
act as a barrier to the loss of oxygen produced by decomposition
of oxides beneath it effectively increasing the partial pressure
of oxygen inside the oxide crystal, thereby slowing the rate
of decomposition. The most effective surface layer would probably
be formed during formation and reformation of a "new" surface
layer through decomposition of higher oxides to lower oxides
would not be as effective.
Variable //2 - Rinse Temperature
(+) « 110-114°F, (-) = 75°F, O/C (-) 2.09, Disc. (+) 3.51
Comb. (+) 2.34
Open circuit gassing is minimal at the lower temperature, probably
for a similar reason as discussed in Var. 1. Discharge gassing
however, is minimum at the higher rinse temperature. The
discharge gas mechanism may depend a great deal on active sites
or areas where reaction is more favorable. Crystal protrusions
or irregularities would be the most likely sites for this type of
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activity and higher temperature rinse would be responsiblle for
a greater degree of elimination of those areas through solubility.
Another approach would be the greater degree of elimination of the
more soluble Ag containing oxides. The most likely mechanism
for gassing during discharge (Rxn #5) would be dependent upon
Ag+ concentration or availability.
Variable 9 3 - Rinse Time
(+) " 4 hours, (-) = 15 minutes,. 0/C (-) 3.93; Disch. (-) 4.98
Comb. (-) 5.85
The shorter rinse time of 15 minutes is the definite choice for
minimum gassing. The long rinse time probably reduces the
protective oxide layer (as discussed under Var. 1.) to such an
extent that simple decomposition is the determinant factor and
the other, possible beneficial effects are over-ridden.
Variable #4 - Drying Temperature
(+)=>140°F; (-).-' lOO'F; 0/C (+)4.78; Disch.(-) 8.98; Comb. (-) 3.68
The drying temperature presents the largest variable difference
encountered between open circuit and discharge gassing. The
level effects are in direct opposition in minimum gassing.
The higher temperature would cause a greater amount of decomposition,
particularly among the higher oxides. The more easily decomposed
species would be reduced to silver or a more stable oxide. A
relatively substantial effect could be made on the crystal or
oxide layers'.physical structure by the decomposition and
resultant rearrangement.
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The open circuit gassing, due primarily to simple decomposition,
would be effectively lowered by the higher temperature drying.
The most readily decomposible species would have already under-
gone substantial decomposition prior to the open circuit stand
and less active material would, therefore, be present.
The discharge gassing mechanism, however, is presumed to be
highly dependent upon the concentration of Ag ions or their
ability to undergo reduction by the oxygen ion transport species,
available only during discharge. If the higher valence silver,
Ag*"*" or Ag"1"^ *", have undergone decomposition the probable products
would be elemental silver or the Ag species. The silver, would
in turn, most likely be oxidized in an internal couple with the
higher oxides remaining to produce Ag . The net effect would
be an increase in Ag+ ions to react during discharge. Also
possible in influence is a lattice expansion due to heat expansion
and/or decomposition. Such an effect could produce more active
sites for Ag reduction or surface area for solubility.
Variable #5 - Drying Time
(+) = 42.5 hrs; (-) = 18.5 hrs.; o/c (+) 3.22; Disc. (-) 3.14
Comb. (-) 3.14 |
The relationship of drying time is very similar to drying temperature
(Var.4) and for probably similar reasons. The effect of drying
temperature would be a rate.that is time dependent and increased
drying time would enhance the effect.
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Variable #6 - Charge .Current - ,
(+)=2.3 amps; (-) =3.5 amps; O/C (+) 0.58; Disc.(+)10.24;
Comb. (+)12.03
The lower oxide (Ag-0) has been shown, by other researchers, to
be thickest at low current densities, decreasing until around
0.25 MA/cm^ where it begins to increase logarithmically. Lower
current densities should promote larger crystal size of Ag20 in
particular. This would also imply a more regular and uniform
crystal growth producing a more stabilized system. Reduction
in potential surface area for the decomposition process or
solubility could be expected. Higher lattice energies would
be more probable. Nucleation sites for the formation of AgO
would be more favorable. Production of Agfi^ would be less
likely by passing the decomposition of this species and the
resultant weakening of crystal structure. A better formed geometry
of oxides at low current densities could be responsible, in
part, for the pronounced effect on discharge gassing over
open circuit. This would be due to a reduction in active sites
or conditions available for the oxidation of oxygen species formed
during discharge.
Variable #7 - Percent Overcharge (Ampere-Hours)
(+) = 175%; (-) - 125%; O/C (+) 4.40; Disc.(-) 1.35; Comb. NI
This variable examines the amount of .charge above the theoretical
amount necessary to promote all the material to the AgO state.
The 175% overcharge should promote more complete conversion to
the higher oxide levels. This could result in a stabilization of
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of.crystal structure by eliminating unoxidized silver or incomplete
oxidation that would result in defects in the lattice. Stabilization
should decrease decomposition ..and, therefore^ open circuit
gassing. A greater amount of interstitial oxygen (whether 0 or
0) should be introduced in the oxide layers by the greater
overcharge and this could also decrease decomposition by raising
the effective oxygen partial pressure.
Discharge gassing is favorable to the lower overcharge. This
could be due simply to the increase in the amount of oxygen
available or to the expanded oxide layers affording more
probability of Ag+ reduction on discharge.
Variable #8 - Discharge Current
(+)=5.75 amps; (-)=3.8 amps; 0/C (+) 4.78; Disc. NI: Comb.(+)3.91
At higher current densities on discharge the lower oxide portions
and irregular crystal structures offering a higher resistance
than the higher oxides would develop a higher potential and be
discharged in a proportionately greater amount such that, on
recharging, more stable structures are formed in their place.
Discharge woulck* in general, be to a greater depth level at
the higher current densities allowing a shifting of crystal or
oxide layer structure to a position of less stress on recharging.
Variable #9 - Discharge Time :
(+)=4.5 hours; (-)= 3.0 hrs; 0/C(+)2.06; Disc. (-.) 7.84; "Comb. (-)6.03
The open circuit results could probably be explained in a similar
manner as proposed under Variable 7/8. The longer time of discharge
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would be related in effect to higher current densities.
The longer time is, however, definitely detrimental to the
discharge gassing. This could be due, in part, to a swelling
of the crystal or oxide layer structure as theyconversion to
the higher oxides progresses. This could give a somewhat
wider field for the oxygen ion species to react with Ag" ion.
The shorter discharge time could also be conducive to leaving
a greater portion of Ag species in an active state for
discharge.
Variable #10 - Double Charge
(+)=with;, (-)=without; 0/C (-)3.93; Disc, (+) 3.38; Comb. NI
This variable refers to the application of a high current density
"booster" charge during the last hour of formation. If the
mechanism presumed for discharge gassing is the primary reaction,
then this result would indicate that the double charge would
be instrumental in promoting a larger amount of the higher oxides.
These oxide's would be more prone to decomposition on open circuit
and reduce the percentage of Ag ions available on discharge. This
• . . • . . . - ' •
process is suspected of providing a greater amount of chemically
unbound oxygen dispersed in the plates.
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Variable #11 - Formation Temperature
(+X=75CF; (-)=57°F; 0/C(+)5.16; Disc.(-) 1.72; Comb. (+) 3.86
The higher oxides should form most readily at lower formation
temperatures. This would be due in part to the higher solubility
of oxygen in the electrolyte at low temperatures as well as
reducing the rate of decompostion of the oxides as they
are formed. This would be in agreement with the results obtained
for this variable as open circuit is minimum gassing level at the
higher temperature (where fever easily decomposed oxides are formed)
and is minimum gassing at the low temperature for discharge
(where fewer Ag ions will remain).
Variable #12-- Wash Water
(+) tap water; (-) deionized water; 0/C (-)10.18; Disc. (-) 2.02
Comb. (-) 12.83 .
Deionized wash water contributes greatly to reduced gassing in
the positive plates. The most obvious possibility for this effect
Is the presence of Impurities in tap water that could act as
catalyst or in some manner contribute to the production of oxygen
gas. ' • ' • • . . ' - . . . " ' •
• . ' • ' . ' • '
Variable #13 - KOH Concentration
(+)»30%; (-)=20%,40%; 0/C NI; Disc. NI; Comb. NI
This variable is a dummy variable working in conjunction with
Variable 19 and will be discussed under that variable.
Variable #14 - Counter Electrodes
(+)-=Ni; (-)=Ag; 0/C(+)3.62; Disc. NI; Comb. NI
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The use of nickel counter electrodes leads to minimum gassing
for open circuit stand. The silver counter electrodes used
. - • /
were the sintered plates which are quite porous. The nickel
electrodes were sheet metal and non-porous.
Variable #15 - Addition of K CO
(+)-0.1%;•(-)»«;-0/C C-)5.37; Disc.(-) 3.73; Comb. (-H0.18
Potassium carbonate might prevent the formation of higher oxides
to some degree. Stabilization of the oxides, particularly through
complex formation, is also quite possible. The former would
help open circuit gassing while the latter would be applicable
to both open circuit and discharge gassing reduction.
Variable #16 - Sintered Weight
(+)=high; (-)=low; 0/C NI; Disc. NI; Comb.NI
Sintered weight effects were not incorporated into the gassing
analysis model. This indicates that the sintered weight has no
appreciable effect or that a h^gh correlation exists between
it and another variable that is entered in the model.
Variable #17 - Percent Oxygen Pickup
(+)=high; (-)=low; 0/C (-)21.21; Disc. (-"> 8.91; Comb. (~)33.20
It would be reasonable to expect the rate of decomposition
especially to be concentration dependent. The high percent
pickup level would contain a higher concentration of the most
easily decomposed oxide and therefore produce a higher rate of
gas. This effect is large enough to expect that the decomposition
which would be continuous, to play a major role during discharge
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also/ Discharge, would also be higher gassing for high pickup
since a greater amount of oxygen is present to .be discharged.
Variable #18 - Dry Stand Time." _
(+)=13 days; (-) 1.2 days; 0/C (+)15.57; Disch (+)12.06
Comb. (+) 27.18
The longer stand time is the minimum gas level in all cases.
The longer time would permit decomposition of the most active
oxides to proceed to a greater extent before gas measurement is
initiated. The longer time would also permit greater rearrangement
of the internal structure and oxide layers to a state of
equilibrium.
Variable #19 - KOH Concentration
(+)=40%; (-)=20%,30%; 0/C(-)24.23; Disc. (-) 31.74; Comb.(-) 54.42
This dummy variable operates in conjunction with Variable //13
in comparing three concentrations of potassium hydroxide used
during formation. The 40% concentration produces a large amount
of gassing in comparison to the lower concentrations.
The more popular view toward the mechanism of oxide formation
involves a high dependence on the presence of hydroxyl ions.
The promotion to higher valence oxides, particularly on the
surface, by the larger hydroxide concentrations could lead to
the results obtained. The open circuit gassing would depend
on the availability of the oxide to decomposition as well as
the oxide concentration. The discharge gassing would be increased
by the presence of the active Ag sites left by the open circuit
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Jdecomposition products and resultant structures . The higher
solubility of the silver oxides in stronger basic solutions
could also play a role in the increased gassing.
Variable #20 - Formation Discharge
(+)=without; (-)=with; 0/C(-) 19.09; Disc. (+)0.12; Comb.<-)20.92
This variable compares formations that have ho discharge
routine included versus those that include some form .of
discharge process and reforming. The result indicates that low
gassing involves the inclusion of a discharge routine. The
discharge gassing favored ho discharge only slightly. The
discharge routine assists in promoting a more stable final
crystal or oxide in layer formation. The nucleation of the
AgO species should be assisted to the extent that on reformation
the crystals should be more'uniform.
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2.5.3 Task V - Summary
The minimum gassing combination of variables as derived from
the data presented is listed in Table 2.5-12. The variables
that were consistent for both open circuit and discharge gassing,
by interpretation, were variables 1, 2, 5, 6,-8,12, 14, 15,
17, 18, 19 and 20. Variables 13 and 16 were not included in the
analysis model and the remainder presented opposing effects for
open circuit versus discharge gassing. Of these variables, Var.
Number 4 (drying temperature) was the most difficult to resolve.
The (-) level was attributed "best" chiefly to its overall effect.
The "best" level column of Table 2.5-12 represents, essentially,
the-level each variable should be, for minimum total gassing under
the experimental conditions and measurements. If it is desired
to repress gassing for the particular phase of open circuit (or !
discharge) to the maximum, it would be necessary to alter some
variable levels.
The percent oxygen pickup was investigated concurrently with the
gassing data. The maximum percent oxygen pickup is the level
of interest as*this is the criterion of plate capacity. The
levels conducive to maximum pickup are designated in Table 2.5-15.
Variables 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 16 and 20 correspond to .
the minimum gassing levels while Variables 10, 17 and 18 were
* - • . ' • '
not included in the analysis model. The remaining variables were
in opposition to those desired for minimum gas by varing degree.
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2.6 TASK VI - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR VERIFICATION OF WORK
The purpose of this additional task is to verify the results obtained in
the previous tasks in the reduction of oxygen gassing. The comparison
is to be made between twenty (20) cells of the standard positive plate
manufacture and twenty (20) cells plus forty (40) positive plates
manufactured utilizing the oxygen reducing techniques.
The following tasks and techniques are proposed to accomplish Task VI:
1. Twenty (20) cells are to be constructed utilizing production methods
now in use.
2. The production procedure of the positive plates will be altered
to approximate as closely as possible the minimum gas procedure
.as indicated by the column headed "best-level" on Table 2.5-12..
Some-items may vary somewhat such as in the formation of plates
for Task V, a series connection was used to assure equal and
known current for each plate during formation. The quantity of
plates and the time scheduled for the formation of Task VI plates
precludes this technique and a parallel configuration will be used
» • •
with the calculated current for each plate being equal to that
specified in the series connection. The cells utilizing these plates
will be constructed identically to those of the plates produced in
the standard method. The plates, and thereby the cells, will be
identified by lot such that any variance in performance by lot may
be observed. Twenty (20) cells and forty (40) positive plates will
be manufactured using low oxygen techniques.
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3. Five (5) cells of part (1), five (5) cells of part (2) and ten (10)
positive plates of part (2) will be stored and tested under
conditions as close as possible to those imposed on the experimental
plates of Tasks VI and V. The plates will be tested in an identical
manner as described for Tasks VI and V. The gas from the cells will
be collected via the cell fill screw hole by displacement of water
in a burette (see diagram). Gas samples will be taken daily and
analyzed by gas chromatography during both open circuit stand and
discharge. Results of previous tests have verified that only
oxygen will be generated by the positive plates, however, gas
samples from the cells will be rich in hydrogen from the negative
plates. This will require calibration and development of techniques
of the gas chromatography to reproducably and reliably determine
the respective amounts of hydrogen and oxygen evolved by the cells.
4. The remaining cells and plates will be stored under the specified
conditions for 11 ± 1 weeks at room temperature followed by three (3)
months storage under specified conditions at 40 ± 5°F.
% -
5. After the storage period the cells will be allowed to come to
room temperature and then activated, including a seventy-two (72)
hour soak period.
6. The cells will be placed on open circuit stand for 10 ± 1 days at
room temperature and all gas evolved will be collected and
analyized as in part (3).
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7. On completion of part (6), the cells will be placed in a cold
box at 40 ± 5°F while maintaining gas collection. After equi-- •
librium is reached, the cells will be discharged at ten (10) amperes
to an end voltage of 1.0 volts. The time when 1.41 volts is
reached will be recorded. Gas collection and analysis will
continued for a minimum of four (4) hours after removal of load.
8. After the storage time of part (4), the positive plates will be
tested on discharge in a manner equivalent to the plate tests
of Tasks VI and V except that the test chambers and the plates will
be cooled to 40 ± 5°F in a cooling bath.
Fifteen (15) plates will be discharged at the C/41.5 rate and
fifteen (15) at the C/16 rate. All to the end voltage of 1.0 volt.
Gas collection and analysis, as in the cell tests, will be performed,

















"Two-Way" Table Arrangement of a Full Factorial Design.




































































Standard Arrangement for Full Factorial Design



















































































































FIGURE 1.1-4-a- Complete Balanced Factorial Example - Davies code
Built-up Responses.
Main effects only - no interactions
Var. A= 1.67(-1 to +1)
Var. B= 1.67(-1 to +1)




























RESULTS OF-ANALYSIS IN FIGURE 1.l-4b -
Print-out shows original matrix entered, averages and standard
deviation of each vector in order(8 is response), all combinations
of correlation coefficients, the regression model or equation and
the predicted (y) responses. Since these responses are for a full
factorial, the analysis can proceed by summing according to sign,
obtain means and the differences: (Figure 1.1-4-c).
Var. ]-;= A = 1.67 (-1 to +1)
Var. 2 = B = 1.67 "
Var. 3 = C = -3.33 " .
Var. 4 to 7 all insignificant
The regression coefficients are half the total effect since the
coefficients are from 0 to ±1.
i *
f figure i.i— t " • . , . . . . • .
| ' . ' Regression Solution - Davies Code - Main Effects Only - No Interactions
) NASA EXAMPLE - FULL FACTORIAL REGRESSION SOLUTION - -DAVI ES "CODE f "" . .
..CONTROL CARD USED FOR THIS REGRESSION . '* '
\ 33 050 0.000 0 .000 0 0 '20100 00 0 0000 00 " . - . "
TRAHSFORMATIOi.'S SPECIF IED FOR TiUS REGRESSION
1 3 7 0 6 1 * 1 2 6 5 1 3 6 6 2 3 6 7 1 6 . . . ..'.-• . -• . •_: ~ , • - , . " , .- , . ;
. RAW DATA LISTING- ' , . . : . . • •
9 OBS HO VARIABLES IN NUMERICAL ORDER ..>. /




1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -.
3 ' • ' ' . . " • " - ' .
9 -i.'ooo i.ooo -i.ooo -i.ooo
r -.;.-, i.ooo . i.ooo ' - i .ooo i.ooo
0
 -i.ooo , -i.ooo • ' , - • " i . o o o . i.ooo
•
 6 • . • • - . • . ; -
n 1.000 . -1.000 1.000 -1.000
w
 7 • - •
-1.000 1.000 1.000 -1.000 r
a : 3 ' , . . ' . . .
i.oo.o .--i.ooo. ...; i.ooo i.ooo
„ AVERAGES - • .-
VAIU 1)= 0 .0000 ,VAR( 2)= 0.0000, VAIU 3)=
VAR( 5)= 0 .0000,VAR( 6)= 0.0000, VAIU 7)=.
9
 STANDARD D E V I A T I O N S ' :. -,
VAIU 1)= •- 1.0G90,VAIU 2)=' 1.0690,VAR( 3) =
g VAIU 5)= 1 .0G90,VAR( G)= 1.0690, VAIU 7)=
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS ' '. ';!';,
^ FOR ANOVA, TOTAL SUM OF SQUARESa .. _' ' ' . :
r- STEP NUMBER 1* ENTER VARIABLE G — ".:
STANDARD ERROR O F ESTIMATE= 0.13377 . ' - ' * •
• RESIDUAL S S Q C B Y ADDN OF VAR. SSn= 0. 57773'»E-01
r-. MULTIPLE CORRELATION C O E F F I C I E N T = 0.99913
GOODNESS OF FIT,F( '*, 3)= 1*32.631*0
CONSTANT TERM= 115.001*971* •
Es VAR. COEFF STD DEV(COEF) T VALUE BETA COEFF
1 0.831*999 0.01*90 17.0130 0.1*037
g 2 0 .335001 0.01*90 17.0130 0.1*037
3 -1.661*937 0.01*90 -33.9339 -0.311*9
6 -0.000001 0.01*90 -0.0000 -0.0000
© ' . • ' • ' ' .
s ' ' ' ' ' • • ' • • - . . • • • • - . -
. PREDICTION PART OF PROGRAM . .
' PREDICTIONS FROM LAST MODEL IN REGRESSION
^ OBS MO. PREDICTION ACTUAL( IF KNOWN) Dl
1 111*. 99992 115.00001
2 116.66992 116.G7001 v ~' :
3 116.66993 - 116.67001
l» 113.33993 113.3i*001
5 ill. 66996 -,- 111.67001
) i G 113.. 33996 113.31*001
I 7 113.33995 113.31*001
3 115.00991* 115.01000
1.000 1.000 -1.000





-1.000 r. 1.000 -1.000.
i.ooo '; . i.ooo . " " i . o o o
0.0000 ,VAR( i*)= 0.0000,
0 .0000,VAR( 3)= 115.001*9
1.0G90,VAP.( l»)= - 1.0690,
1.0690,VAR( 3)= 2.131*0
\ 33 .3903 • ' .;,' .-: - . . , - .
COEF(E) VAR.SSO(E)
0 .33 t *999E 00 0 .557773E 01
0.335001E 00 0.557731E 01
-0.166'*93F 01 0.22177!*E 02
-0.19073l*E-05 0.291033E-10
* ir* * --• * ' '
FFERENCE . . .
-0.00009
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NASA EXAMPLE FULL FACTORIAL f )AVI ES. CODE
V A R I A B L E NO. 1 . : ' '
XI M E A N = . 115.837, MEAN 50.1= 4.629, SI01 =
POS. G R . N O . = 4 .00 N E G . GR. M 0 . = 4 . 00 F=
V A R I A B L E MO. 2 ' ' " -,
XI MEAM= 115.S37, MEAN SQ1 = 4.G32, SIG1«
POS. G R . M O . = 4 .00 I I E G . GR. N 0 . = 4 .00 F =
VARIABLE MO. 3
XI MEAN= . 113.337, MEAN SQ1 = 1.354, SIG1=
POS. GR.NO.= 4.00 NEG. GR. N0.« 4.00 F=
VARIABLE NO. 4
XI MEAM= 115.003, MEAN SQ1=* 7.411, SIG1=»
POS. GR.MO.= 4.00 NEG. GR. H0.= 4.00 F=
VARIABLE NO. 5
XI MEAM= 115.003, MEAN' 5(11= 1.349, SIG1=
POS. GR.NO.= 4.00 NEG. GR. N0.= . 4.00 F=»
VARIABLE NO. 6
XI MEA!!= 115.002, MEAN SQ1= .1.345, SIG1 =
POS. GR.NO.= 4.0U NEG. GR. M0.= 4.00 F=
VARIABLE NO. 7
XI MEAN= .115.003, MEAN 50.1= 5.553, SIG1=
POS. GR.NO.= 4.00 NEG. GR. N0.= 4.00 F=
FIGURE l.l-4-,c
Calculation of Main Effects %., ... -
2 . i f> l , X2 HEAt!= 114.109, M E A N SQ2.»
1.001 X1-X2= l . G f i S




1.3r>l, X2 MEAf!= 116. 6G9, : MEAN 502=
1.000 X1-X2= -3.331
2.722, X2 MHAN= 115.003, MEAN SQ2>=
2.003 X1-X2= -0.000
1.359, X2 MEAN=: 115.003, MEAN su2«
5 .007 X1-X2= -0 .000
1.353, X2 M E A N = 115.004, M E A N SQ2<=<
.5.019 Xlr -X2= -0.001
2.35G, X2 (4EAN= 115.003, M E A N SQ2=
1.000 X1-X2* -0.000
4.622 , S I G 2 = 2.150
4 . G 2 2 , S I G 2 = 2.150
; 1.353, S I G 2 =
3.GH3, SIG2-
9.253, S i G 2 =


















NASA EXAMPLE FULL FACTORIAL CODED - REG.
Regroaolon with earne bui ldup a> Figure 1. !-•-•,
Full Fectoriel except eolvcd with the regular cod*
in place of Oaviei Code
CONTROL CA1U) USUO TOR T H I S R E G R E S S I O N
33 081 0.000 11.000 0 I) 21011) 00 0 0010 0 0
T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S S P E C I F I E D F O R T I M S R E G R E S S I O N
1 3 7 0 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 3 3 1 G 4 1 2 6 5 1 3 G 6 2 3 G 7 G 1
CONSTANT CARDS USED IN THIS REGRESSION
2.000
CODING MAX., VARIABLES III NUMERICAL ORDER
3.000 3.000 3.000 9.000
C O D I N G M i l l . , V A R I A B L E S I I I N U M E R I C A L ORDER
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000






















VARIABLES III NUMERICAL ORDER






















































































































SC 1, 1) =
SC 1, 5)=
3C 2, 2> =
3C 2, G) =
SC 3, 3)=
SC 3, 7)=
SC 4, W =
S C 4, o )-
SC 5, 5)=
3C G , G)=
SC 7, 7)=
1.000000,VAnS( 1, 2)= 0.000000, VARS( 1, 3)= 0.000000//AriS{ 1, '()= O . G G 6 G G 7 ,
O . G G G 6 6 7 / / A H S C 1, G}= 0. O O O O O O / . ' A R S C 1, 7> = 0. 512147, V A R S C 1, S)» .0 .403712
l . O U O O U O / . ' A R S C 2, 3 ) = > 0. O O O O O i ) , V A R S C 2, 4)= 0.66(5567, VARS C 2, 5> = 0.000000,
O . G G G G G 7 / / A R S C 2, 7)= 0. 512147, VARS C 2, C)= 0.403713
l . O U O O O O , V A R S C 3 , 4)= 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 , V A R S ( 3 , 5)= 0 . G G G G K 7 , V A R S C 3 , G)= O . G G R G R 7 ,
U.512147/. 'AnSC' 3, 3)= -9.S14971
l . » U U O U U , V A I ! S ( 4, 5)= $. 4 4 4 4 4 4 , VARS C 4, G ) = > !). 4 .44444, VARS C 4, 7)= 0 .7G"221,
0 . 5 4 4 U 5 1
1.000000,VARSC 5, G>= 0 . 4 4 4 4 4 4 , V A U S C 5, 7)= 0 .7G3221,VARSC 5, 3>-'-0.27033G
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 , V A R S C 6, 7)= 0 . 7 G 3 2 2 1 , V A R S C 5, 3}" -0 .27033G
l . O O O U O O , V A R S C 7, 3)= 0.001232 . , i
AIIOVA, TOTAL SUil OF SQUARES" 33.3903
3TEP NUMBER 6 FIITItR VARIABLE S
STAilDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE* 0.214037
RESIDUAL SSIKBY AUDII OF VAR. SSQ" 0.577791E-01
iVJLTIPLC COI'.ltF.LATIO!! COEFF I C I EUT = 0.99913
fioon;]r;s3 OF P I T , F C 6, D= 9G.1S07
CONSTANT TERM= 115.001)791
VAR. CO.TFF STD D E V C C O E F ) T VALUE
• 1 0.3345S2 0 . 2 9 G 3 2.3115
2 U.33497!) 0.1900 4.3939
3 -1.G6502S 0.1900' -3.7G18
4 0.000757 0.43GO 0.0016
5 0.000790 0.4560 0.0017













PREDICTION PART OF PROGRAM
PI^DICTIOIJS FROM LAST MODEL III REGRESSION










































Factorial Buildup with 2 Interactions Solved with the
Regular Code
VAR. TRIAL BUILD UP RESPONSE
(1) 115. + 0 . 0 + (0.0)* 115,00
1 a 115. + 1.67 + (0.0) 116.67
2 b 115. + 1.67 + (0.50) , 117.17
4 ab 115. + 1.67 + 1.67 - (0.50) 117.84
. 3 c 115. - 3.33 - (0.50) 111.17
5 ac 115. + 1.67 - 3.33 +(0.50) 113.84
6 be 115. + 1.67 - 3.33 + (0.0) 113.34
7 abc 115. + 1.67 + 1.67 - 3.33 -(0.50) - (0.50) 115.01
* Numbers in () are interaction contribution: ab <* -.50, ac = +.50
Numbers clear are main effect contributions.
RESULTS IN FIGURE 1.1-5-b and -c
Printout information is the same as the previous examples and show the
correct estimate of the main effects and interactions. Note should be made that
the "b" response has an interactive contribution (-1 x -1 = +1 for ac= 0.50)
JiASA EXAMPLE FULL FACTORIAL CODED - liCfi. 1,7 If.'T.
COilTiioL GAUD USED FOP. THIS !l!;RRE-nr,IOI!
J 3 U 3 1 U.UUO il.DOl) U 0 211)10 00 0 D010 0 0
TRANSFORMATION;; UI'ECI F I P. I) FOR TIM.1; HE'llil'SSION
1 3 3 l ) a i l l 3 2 2 1 3 3 3 1 ( 5 . 1 1 2 G 5 1 3 G
CONSTANT CARDS USED III THIS I'.Pr.RKr.SI OIJ
Figure Do. 1.1-6-b
Regreislon example, Ful Factorlel with
Interaction* lolvod by Regular-Cod*
G 2 3 r, 7 G 1
MAX., VARIABLES III NUMERICAL ORDER
3.000 '<.o»o 3.000 n.nuu
couinn inn., VARIABLES in iiunnnicAL Diinnu























V A R I A B L E S
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-0.500
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-.v.imc i, i)= i.uuouo3,VAi;s( i, 2) =
I/ S)= u.Iil>ei5ri7,VARS( I/ G) =
'j., 2)= 1.0uUUi;U,VARS( 2, 3) =
2, 0)= -U .GU(5UG7,VA i ; :5C 2, 7') =
3, 3)= 1.'JOJO»U,VAIIS( 3, !i) =
:(/ 1;)= 1. oODi):)U, VAi!S( ';> 5) =
•i, 3) = U. 1U 71) :j b3, 3)= i .ouoooo,VA«:;( 5, r,)=
u, i;)« i.ooooou,VAi!n( i;, 7) =













3)= 0. 000000, VA1H(
7)= 0. 51 21'i 7, VAHG (


























O MTAiinAill! FIJROK OF ESTIIIATP
ii i -SIDUAL :;S.'H!!Y ADHll OP 'vrtl'..
;:•;.'!. 1 1 i'L!-: coR.'tEi.Arroii nof- 'FFini
Q OOODiiESS OF FIT,F( fi, 1)=-









0 . 3 3 U 7 3 7
1.33li'J77
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I'REniCTIUII I'AliT OF I'llOfiRAH
'W!I;DIOTIOH:; FROM I.A!!T MODEL I !l






ll't . D D D U f i
11 fi G (11 7 *^
.n/, iiin.'jii
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NASA EXAMPLE. FULL F A C T O R I A L CODED - R E G . W/ HIT.'
V A R I A B L E NO. 1 • • •
0 XI MEAN" 115.33'J, MEAN S<U = 3.123,
POS. GR.NO." l * .00 -NEG. GR. M0.=
Q V A R I A B L E NO. - . 2
XI MEAi!=- , 115.. 330, MEAN SQ1=» - 4 .235,
POS. GR.MO.= . l y . O O NEG. GR. !!0.=
o . - • - • ' • • '
V A R I A B L E NO. ' • 3 . ,
'XI MEAN= 113.330, MEAN G(U= 2
O POS. GR.NO.= I*. 00 NEG. GR. t!0.=




.!».00 MEG. ..GR. N0.
O VARIABLF: NO. 5
XI MEAN= 115.2511, MEAN S(U« '. . 1
P03. GR.IIO.= - l i .OO.NF.G. GR. N0.»
V A R I A B L E M O . . 6 - .
XI !4EAU= "115.00I*/ MEAil S<U= -.' 1.JU7,
Q POS. GU.,'JO.= WOO NEG. GR. N0.=
V A R I A B L E NO. 7
") XI MEAN= 115.00.1*, .MEAN S0.1= • .7 .333,




i j .OO F«
SIG1 =





U . O O F=
SIG1=
U . O O F«
Figure 1.1-6-c
Effects for Example in Figure 1.1-6-a
1.707, X2 f1EAN= .lHulfiO, MEAN SQ2=







115.2.11+, MEAN2.73H, :<2 .MF.AM
1.031* X1-X2=
1.330, X2 MEAN- 1U.75U, MEAN SQ.2=
• «*.,",l»3 X1-X2* ' 0 .500 ' • • ' - • • • '
1.3f»n, X2 MEAN= 115.001*, MEAN' SQ2=
5.193 X1-X2- -0 .000
2.713, X2 MEAN= . .H'5.001*, MEAN SQ2=
1.J521 X1-X2= -0.000 " • • • • ' '




G./*G1, S I G 2 = 2 .5 / *2





,1*.05G, S I G 2 " . . . 2.011*
v .
OMITTED
FIGURE 1.1 - 7-a Fractional Factorial -
Built-up Example, Including Quant. Var.












115. +1.67+1. 67+. 2
115. +1.67-3. 33+. 8
115. -3. 33+. 3 .
115.+1.67-3.33+.7









RESULTS OF ANALYSIS IN FIGURE 1.1 - '7- b
The print-out shows the original coded matrix in which Var.l=A,
Var. 2=B. Var. 3=C. Var. 4= Quant Var., Var. 5=Interaction of
t - • •
AxB. To unbalance the matrix to show this effect the (ab) trial
was omitted from the original data matrix, although its value is
shown in the table, above. Again, the averages and standard deviations
are listed and the step-wise regression steps, including the last
model which is used in the further analysis. The (ab) trial matrix
was added to the deck for the print-out under predictions, next, to
show the value of the equation derived. The last print-out shows the
results of the complete predicted factorial means and differences for
the effect of .each vartable.Xl is the positive mean and X2 is the
negative mean.As it shows the value of the quantitative variable (4)
is 1. from -1. to +1., which, from the table is correct. The interaction
is insignificant, which is also correct, since none was put in.
FIGURE 1.1 - 7 - b Fractional Factorial Regression Analysis
"COOED. DATA L I s i i^r,























































































11*0 .; -' ~ '- • ,"';-'; ^A
> • < -
570
030
-oc ' -. >4 rx . ,- y-4
VAR( 1)=
V A R C 5 )=
0,.11*23, V A R C
0 . 4 2 S 5 , V A R (
2 ) = - 0 . 1 U 2 3 , V A R ( 3 ) =
i 5 ) = 115.1113
0.7250,
v / ^ : < ^ . J) =
S I M P L E CORRE
2.0239
;; O D E F F I c i F I I T S
v'/.HSv 1, I)3 1. 000000, VAUSf 1, 2)= ,-0. IfjfifiRft, VA^S{ I,
VASSC 1, S)= 0.59B039,VARS< 1, 6)= 0.255979
VAP.S( 2, 2)= 1. 00000.), VARS( 2, 3)= 0. IfifififiB^ VAKS( 2/
3)= 0. 155665, VARS(
U)--- 0. 580831, VARSC
I, 20?>87fi,
596039,
v«H,Sk 2, u)= 0.
VASSC 5, 3)= 1. 000000, V / \ U S ( 3, i*)= -I). 1228G8, V A H S ( 3,
VA:^SC i», 4)" - i . o o i i o o o , V A : - : S ( u, 5)^ o. 1 0 7 ^ 1 0 , V A U S C fr , 5) 0. 331133, VARS(C. 546097 3, R)= -0.753882
5e fi)= ^).251500
FOR AUOVA, TOTAL SUil OF SQUARES=
STANDARD ERi^Oil OF ESTII',ATE =
VAiU-. 2) SSQ=
0.13053
0.1171, R E S I P U A I .
O.W3U
151.3775
BV ADD!! OFVAR. SS<}= 0.0325911
vl'JLilPLt
JfiOODtJESS- OF F I T , F ( 5, '!)
CONSTANT TERM= "115.503006
0 I HIT =
vAR C O L F F -^






















V A I . U K




R l l T A ' ^ O K F Y













C O E F F






00 '- '' , ' ' "':' ' ; '/ '^ 'MM
3i*123i+E-02
KXI-.i ' l L i I Oi;:> hriDi" I.AT) I MODEL I i-i R E G R E S S I O N























-0.00018 ' -" • / -'- •';- \




-0. 1)0003 .- . ,-• . * , j
0.00233 '-' ' "' ' ,;-*'- ,' ?-^
-0^00010 ' ' " '' '"•:- - *"'"\
FIGURE 1.1 - 7 -
 c
V A R I A B L E (JO. 1
XI :-',F.AII= 110.332,
I'U.V. „<;!{. NO. f=v ^ <- Hi
V A R I A B L f T N O , V z ' '
MEAIJ SQ1 =
J)t! mil*. ;OR.
3 .985 , Sini=
NO.w , - 16. 00 F=
1.990, X2 MEAf.'= ll't.009, MEAN SD2 =
1.000 X1 -X2=< 1.002
3.9S3, S ! C ? = 1.995
,\ '-' . \' ' " \ ^ Vv^tlv
POS. OR.NO.= 10.00 HER. RR.
3. 9 X fi, S I R1 =
10.00 F
Hi, X2 l;U:Ai:= :il!».007, M E A N S0.2 =
1 .002 X 1 ^ X 2 = 1.000
3.970,












. O f f !4KR.
\
X •*
N R R .
X
„" 1. /59
w o . = ^ N
, S I R 1 =
1 6 . 0 f ! v F =
1.^32
1.






( ! '. >< '" . - ;'• ','.V*.
MEAN S02= 'c 1.750*, Srn'2= ' V" \'.1.<32V >. » \<^ s






















no F= ' 2.109, X2 MEA(,'= 11.000 Xi-*X2« l.D
.' )
l l t .99.Sy MEAN SQ2== /t.l»itfi. S I R ? = ? . l f j n '
10 - ' ' »^\
POS. G«.J-JO.= .. 16.00 NEG. GR. IJO. 16.00 F
2".'l»''}1!-)/ X2 Ml:A!J» - ITS. ^8," M E A N '
1.903 X1-X2=
3.2'i.S, S I G 2 = 1.301
^a:r*.*\^.w; '^/-"F"^^--v-:<-!'V«:.*^ ' • • ( ' . • ' " • • • ' , . ">• - , ^ ••i^ :<^~':~T




POSSIBLE REACTIONS AND FREE ENERGIES









A82°*c> = ^(c) + 1/2°2(g)
Ag20(c) = AgO(;q)+ Ag|aq)
A82°(c)+ H2°(c)V A8(OH)5(aq) + AS(Jq)
2Ag20(c) + 2H20(cT Ag30(OH)2-aq) + *g+aq)
?Ae> . . -4- n*T e OAo a. 1 /on
^(aq) + °(aqT ^-(c) + 1/2° (g)
2A8(tq) J 20(aq) = 2 A S ( c ) + °2(g)
A8(aq) + 02(aq) = A8(c) + 02(g)







9. AgO(c) .+ Ag(c) = Ag20(c) -5.186
10. AgO(c) = Ag(c) + 1/202 (g) -2.6
11. AgO(c) + H20(c) =
12. AgO(c) + -OH . Ag + H0- 20.385
13. Ag2«)3(c) - 2Ag(c) . + 3/2 02 (g) -20.8
14. Ag20(c) = Ag20(c) '+ 02 -23.386
16. AgO = 2AgO + + 1/20 • - " . ' • • ' . . 52.1











































- 7.306 - 2.586 29.09






























VARIABLE DESIGNATION AND INTERACTIONS
TASK IV




4 Time of Treatment
5 Helium Flushing Treatment
6 Lot Comparison
7 Plate Sintered Weight





He flush for i hr.

















































Column Designation for Table No.2.A-2B
(See Table No. 1 for Variable Designation)
Column Variable or Description
1 Obs. Number (First row of each)







9 " ' Formed Weight
10 Oxygen Weight
11 Var. 8
12 (next row) O.C. Gas at 140 Hours (Var. 37)
13 Discharge Gas at 50 Hours (Var. 38)
14 Combined OC + Dis.
TABLE NO. 2B - Task 4 Production Plate Data


























;.•' ' NO. ' ;
' NO. '
N O .
- ; - -T - -• :• ••::.;
. N O .
N O .
• -VJ. . -NO. ';
,. j ;y NO. •
N O .
•;.w.r:t 7, ,•**
?'£ N O / ' ;
' ,'•- -• ". ' ',
; ; V
- N O . •'
N O .
,,; -p-,. - -. .....




" * '. N 0 • :,




& . ' • - : , • '
'•**•' • "NO « "
-(. . . u
1





' • 3 •
,






• • - 75 .00
23.99
6














• 1 1 .
75.00





































 -i .oo •"•'-
. • ; " . • ' • ' 20.13 :
-1.00
23.99
•n«v-- -1.00, ."•- . : - - -
; ... 19.97
,;• '.•. i1. • .




. •..-»•.'•' :>;• \.:-3-: • • •• • _ - ; •
' .'
:
 - ." "V: 1 i 0 0 • •" . '
. ' . . • ' • ' ' . • 32.12
' - •




" . '_••'"•'• . . • . ' • • • " •




-- ;;.-,.-:•• -1.00 . - ••
. - : V - < V 26 .39 ' - /
'•' •• V1;"!1.-'!',' ••"''' r"




. .-^-' • • - ' ' • • • i .oo . / • •
"- •;.•;'/.. 47.41".- : ;
18s!24
1.00
".•.-.'.ry 14 5. 07 • . . - • •
' • i . o o " ' . - <


















' • • - • • ' . i . o o . ' • •
• 6 1 . 1 8
' " ' " ' 1.00
79.61
1.00
' ,335.51 . ,
1.00
311.11
1.00 ' • • . • •
66.10
1.00 ;
. , . 70.69;:, , - ;;-'
:
 8 4 ^ 2 7 '"'
• -1.00
102.32
















': • . •."
::









; i . oo
1.00
1.00 '. •





-i.oo . ; ,
1.00
-1.00
• • : • • - • -1.00
• • ' ' ' . i .oo
1.00











. • • • . - . ; • . . ' . 1.00



















































































































'ilf-.p. ??'••!?:•••]. 3 , a'5'"S'.-'v1''
',''•';'•' • ... •'. '... '":,v''. '*.' ."'•'•
' '"'•"..•', 'C\ •' V '•' i '. -"'-''.:•' ' '.
'•1l';'-i.Vl4.i2 •'}!':"• '•,,'.!
14.35
< • •. 1
 v i








 ''*"' ' ['
14.24; ? ; ; ! • ' '




.'. ^  >v . 14.08" ! .
' 13.82
'
 f ' ' 'V'"1. '" ' '
,i4.10;^ :. :".--' ,
:. ' • •*.. - . . - •
. " 13.82' "•'"1.""
• ' • • • • • ' • ' ' • ' • • '
14.11
*- " »* "v
14.06


















































. 140.00- • • • '






















































-,-... 40 . '--
75.00 ....
48i41
. NO. ,OBS» ,
lAOliC
.- '-1.00 .
. 22 .55 '
. -1.00
- 14.21 . ' ; - '
1.00
65.40












•-•••- i .oo "-.-••
" 25.31 •'.










' 80.33' . ' •
'.1.00
, 1 0 . 9 1
• -1.00
142.50



























































: ' 5 .00 -.-' '
'.
• • , . ' 1.00 '
 L: •
• i .oo
• • • • • - i.oo ' •
• ' ' • ' . 5.00 . ; •':'
. :;. 5'°o ..,,.„.
'•". - • .
J,>.-^;:' 5.00 ' ;'. ,•
.'-..'•^ -• -.. - . . : . * • ;
; . ; : ' . • : '5 .00
• • ,''''\
/A^jvl.oo ••••v-,.1-
•.'•• i .oo . . ..
1.00
.-. ••• •"• 11,' '••
:























:: ' : - , - . ; • ^ .oo^
•• • • '-. •'
' i . o o V .
""" 1'VOu "





' ;•;. i.oo ,
•*.,! -No -'" '- • • ...... 'h
1.00
. i.oo •




...„. ,..„!• O'O ...
• ' 1.00 .
i . O O
•">f '1.00'T.
:. • .< L O O .
1.00
if v1 :" ",'"'. ' '',..•'.-'-*-
'"•;.: ' .1.00' "; '


































'K' -•", ; .' •
I
















•-" '^ ;,y . '
.68...:;:;'.;;: 141.09.
' ' :.- -,ii .-•«*Mtv.;,., ; *.:
.40 138.70
.82Pv/pW138.93'7
- • . • r" ; .- " ' • .
tj Q • -^ !'".,••'•"'. i 30 •51
i . '
.06 140.07
,-.- - , '.;.-s.«-f«-gr^ ..r-.7-;' ~~^;r^^~
.32' ; • :f^>i 37 vir-
-.;i';v^i',K'J»v^'.':i,-:..'-'>-.
'l;;'3.v;'i6;oO;^::,'rT
_ • " ' , . . ';;• ".•,',• •, ' ' ' ' • .;,'. • ; j
.j:>.;":r.:vi6.oo.J>-::. '.
16.09





, , 16»08 r _^_ > v i .
16.51 ,
^ «,»W . J »V
16.67
,v_ ~-16.18:.--'-^..-;;
' ' . ' . , " '''"'' •
v





,' \ 16. 41






"^ uK";?'??''-""^ "."" '.•'•"^ 'i— 7T-»r- 7
^:'2'vf;I;5. 95 :;".;,;";',
^^'.v'u1;^.'. ,y,;'v '-\t. . . ' > - . .
i4.or^Tri-r-;;;-r?."-r
•• ' • • ' . . '•'.'•''"';' • " ' '•
14.26-.1:."-/"!4'i.' i;: •'..'
13.97 •. '
.. ,--,-^«..v -.-«,;. •;- - r . ^o , -,-
14.1o;g;$::V;, ,-.:;
'. i ,'•'-•'•! "'•' •' ' ' ' '*' '' ' '.'
14.21 •'•"•<*"-J". '-1-'-;
14.12 ,, ,_.y;'-_.i.
'• ' '• •• • . .' - .
i4.46,;i;|;:;.!;, ;/. ' .•"
lit -1.1 ..>,-..,»,',....„• '.,•-!,
14.22 ' ' . : '
( * ' - . -
.
 :
 •••TV'.'^''- ••;'•, ' '• v
14. Id ." \^'.^.-'i'^'~,':'.''.'ii. j'X
14.29 : .
14.19 '"v.'";'-^. :;' -.^
• V1^.1' ""' ';• • -
14'. 23 """ '•'"*""'
14.30.,^?._^,,r,0^
. . . " .'-'' '•'•, ' ' • ' . ' * '
14.25 v.';., (I •;' •'•
• ' ' ' • • • ' - - '•'-•' »' '"*"•'• -•' " •••'
14.44 '
14.22: T''-^:r;7'r^
. * ' " ' ' . ,1; , .14.04 •.:.•- -^^' ,'-•... ..,,;.
13.97
..,._.,,,.... ,r .., ...y ,^.,,^  -„„,,.,,.- ..
14.'26;:: if ' • • ' • • ( ' • . '• ' ' ; '
•• I''
TABLE 2.U-3
REGRESSION MODEL FOR OPEN CIRCUIT L" •
RSQR X
. 0.9738
! 0 .9599 -































R E S I D U A L S M U K Y D I P


















13 26 , 0.
* ' ? * ' * - > , " ' ! „ » *
T A N A L Y S I S OF Y 1
i».07
1.21*
3.1*1 , :-- , - . , _ . . , . ,
 t f-^ ; T-qr^
— T O C ^ t . ' S ^ * " < „ v - ^ y j ^
•L » A ? ^ 1 -* -> n'ft <•




1.7IT , -. - - 'I"— :
6.60 - % "• . '. . '- ,„ ' * '
-2.75 ' - ' - • ; • ,-. V - , ' " r-,. * •' • -v , ' - ~:- :
1.1*6 .
-2.1*8
SOR*::"'-"". RES.SS'Q/OF-2- ' "", "*SQUARED C O R R E L A T I O N COFF'. ':'-'-'; '' J:-?v:'"









































M U L T F
102.11839 21.86 •
R E S I D U A L SSQ(BY D I F F














































.69- • •• • '-- " " - --• ' • - • " ' = • '




.so •'•:•: ,;./ •-,, / • " . ; - " -
.'79
i
R E S . S S Q / O F 2 *SQUARED C O R R E L A T I O N COEF. !
1*73.6001*6 ' i
05, TOTAL SSQ= 0.1317060E 06 '- _ '.', ; - ' /
STANT= 102.11839
TABLE 2.U-5
REGRESSION MODEL FOR COMBINED GAS




0 . 8 7 2 8
0 .9829
U . 9 / 1 U
0.81*60
0.7982

















R E S I D U A L SSfUBY D l
C O R R E L A T I O N C O E F . =







2 k . T 2 1 Q '. :s~




10 : 29 • 0.881























-,,- ANALYSES :pF-'W-/_3;^w;/*--:>Xr^V-/v\y.^---^sy4;?'-r/.' '^ •'•f~.-"^"^ s;-.
RES . SSQ/DF2 *SQUARED. CO RR EL ATI 1 ON 'COEF." '/; \>/^'V:;,-r-<v.1
1835. 01291* ••• -. - -, •*.!?.. ::J.--:^ ::?s:*x-,-.;:^ :r* :^y.&:&;_
O b , TOTAL SSQ= O.U661178E 06
TAKI.E 2.lt-6





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, Y ( O B S ) ,


























3 7 2 . 2 3 0 0
60.0099
63.1300






. 2 8 7 . 8 9 0 0 ,
\ 9 2 . 7 6 0 0 , A
117 ;vllOO
8 2 . 2 7 0 0
| 63.3600
.1
C T I O N S




7 2 . 2 5 8 0
7 2 . 2 5 8 0
,80.9628
80.9628
91*. 7 6 U 2
8 6 . 6 2 5 3
3 0 7 . 0 5 8 7
298.9198
50.9376










9 5 . 7 U 2 7
9 5 . 7 1 + 2 7













2 2 . 3 2 2 8
128.3615



























































































































* J ' '
R E S I D U A L S SSQS ; ,
1*90.31*21028 ' , ' l , ,




3870 .2753963 > /• \; v ; », ,. ,




6353 /2558708 ' •, ,! v , ; , . ' ' " I
6892.1289176 ,, , - . - , ' , , ,
' , . . .' 7561/7109508 '- %1- '-, •' ' -,.,'-/ l; .-
7 6 2 2 . 8 6 7 2 0 0 8
7623:5859508
7 7 8 5 . 1 + 0 5 2 8 1 + 8
8023.1259880 , , : -' ' \,, , ,
91+10.82U21+16 r* - ,, -•' '*' - " •




, , ,1333'*. 8 7 5 0 2 2 8 .. ' ,j ' >\ ; , / , ,
'-'• ' A\ 13991*. 5683822 ' , ,-; '"-; ' IV;- '• V- - , / : v ;
, , 11*765.236351*8 - ' . ' . ' .
2263'*. 8 6 7 2 U 0 9
26705.7383270
2 6 9 8 U . 730511*5
' , - > • 27156/6172332 ' ' , - , - . . > - ^v ' / 1 ' • ' - , V
' - ,/>: 38001. 6 '*85 '*»*3 • ' -\,'- - ' • * -v.^' "- ,










* * , - - • ' < • ' . ; - - , • ; ;;'T//'-:7:: • • > . ' • • . > * ; " ' ; ; • ;
TABLE 2.4-9A















































M l t J . = .
M l ? ! . = -
M l » . =
HI !!.=
M U ! . =
M 1 M . =
f i l f l . - =
M l f ! . =
M l ! l . =
M l H . =M i n . =
M 1 M . =
f 11 11 . =
<-' ,{ '*.=
MU4.=
; 1 1 » . =
M I H . =
M I N . =
.' U M . =
H I H . =
M 1 M . =
M 1 N . =
M 1 M . =






























L E V . =
L E V . =
!.F.V.=
LF.'/ .=
L E V . =
L F \ / . =
L F V . =
I .EV.=
LFV -
L F . V . =
L E V . =
L E V . =
LF.V.=
L F V . =
L F V . =
L F . V . =
LF.V,=
L F _ V . =
L E V . =
L E V . =
L E V . =
I .FV.=
L E V . =

































" -i — i
-i -i
-i -i
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-i -i
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TABLE 2.4-9B























































M A X . = ,
MAX . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
MAX . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
H A X . =
M A X . =
.MAX . =
(1AX.=
M A X . =
K A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
MAX . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
-MAX.=
M A X . =
'MAX.=
M A X . =




























L E V . =
L E V . =
L E V . =
L R V . =
L E V . =
LEV. =








L E V . =
L F V . =
LF.V.=
L E V . = '
L E V . =
L E V . =
L E V . =
L F V . =
L E V . =
I.EV.=
L E V . =
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-11
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TABLE 2.U-10A




















































l t > 2 . ,
















M i » ! =
• M f i i ; = ,
M 1 N '. =
Ml !!.=
i H 11. -
M I N . =
M 1 H. =
;nL'. ' =
H i t i ! =
:u ;.=
M 1 U . =
M I ' N . =
, M I N ' . =
M I U . =
; ; i ; ; . =
M 1 H . =



























L F V . =
L E V . =




L F V . =
LFv! =
L E V . =
I.FV.=
L E V . =
LF.V.=
L F V . =
L F V . =































T A B L E
M A X I M U M G A S S I N G COMBI
H A X . = 300. OG, LFVi; = 1
M A X . =
/ • U X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
i"!AX.=
M A X . =
M A X . =
H A X . =:MA:< ..=:-.
f ' , A X . - = -
M A X . =
i -1AX.=
f 1 A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . =
n/ \x .=
M A X . =
HA;;. =
M A X . =
M A X . =
M A X . " ;
H A X . =
H A X . =


























L F V . =
I . F V . =
L F V * =
L F V . =
L E V . =
L E V . =
I .FV.=
L E V . =
LEVJ-.='





L F V . =
L F V . =
L F V . =
I .EV.=
LEV. =
L E V . =
L F V . =
L F V . =
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MIN.= -71*. 1*1, LEV.=
M::.= -7'i.i*i, LEV.=
MIH.= -71*. 1*1, LEV-. =
MIN.= . -71*. M, LEV.=,
MIM.= -59.1*2, LEV. =
Mlf-J.= -59.1(2, -I.EV.=
Ml 11.= -59.1*2, LEV.=
Mlfl.= -59.1*2, LEV.=
MIM.= -53.89, LF.V.=-
MHK= -53." 89. I.EV.=* -




MIM.= -33.31, LE\'. = '
MIH.= -33.31, LEV.=
MIN.= -11*. 28, LEV'. =
MIN.= -I't. 2 8, LEV.=
Ml!l.= -H*. 28, LEV.=



































, . _ , . " " TABLE 2.1»-



























































MAX.= 575.69, LEV.= '
,MAX-.= 533.29, LEV.-

































































































































































































































































































































































































. . . " . - . (MINIMUM DIRECTION SHOWN)
IDENTIFICATION
Temperature: 140° = +1, RT = -1
Vacuum: 15" =+1, ATM. Press. = -1
Lot 24 (-1) vs. Lot 25 (+1)
Days: 10 = +1, 1 = -1
w/He 1 hour 140°, Cooling N2 (+1) ,
No Treatment (-1)
Lot 24 (-1) vs. Lot IT (+1)
Plate Sintered Wt., +1 = high, -1 = low
Oxygen Pick-up %: +1 = high, -1 = low
Interaction Var.l x Var.2
Interaction Var.l x Var. 3
Interaction Var.l x Var. 4
Interaction Var.l x Var. 5
Interaction Var.l x Var. 6
Interaction Var. 5 x Var. 6
Interaction Var 2 x Var. 3
Interaction Var.2 x Var. 4
Interaction Var.2 x Var. 5
Interaction Var.2 x :Var.6
Interaction Var. 3 x Var. 4
 t
Interaction Var. 3 x Var. 5
Interaction Var. 3 x Var. 6
Interaction Var. 4 x Var. 5

























































































































































































































0 1 / 0 2
0 1 / 0 3
02 / 04
0 4 / 2 0
03 / 18
0 3 / 0 5
037 07
0 3 / 2 0
•- -. : . TABLE~N07~'2T5-2A~~ ~ '
COLUMN DESIGNATIONS FOR TABLE NO. 2.5-2B
COLUMN VARIABLE OR DESCRIPTION
1 Obs. Number (First row of each)
2 Var. 1



























OATA Fill! T A S K 51
-1.00
1.00









































































































































s n . 5 0
1.00
1.00






















































































































































































H 5 . 0 2
H 2 . 5 0
1.00in. 7 7





H 2 . 5 0
1.00





















2 n . n o





2 8 . 8 7
18.50i .no
2 8 . 0 7
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1 2 'i . H 0
1.00












































1 H 0 . 7 H
-1.00
i n o . 2 f >
- - i . no
HO. 55
-1.00






i n i , n 3
-1.00
139.9!)
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in .36
i .no
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5 2 . 2 0
-1.00
-1.00
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2 . 5 - 2 H
• i . no



















































































2 3 . 2 0
-l.oo
-l .oo






























































































































































































































l . U O
13.41)
12S
























































































































































































































































































































IS. 50i . n n
20. 9J
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4 . 8 4










































































2 0 . 4 0











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- i . n n
-1.00

































3 0 . 2 5
-1.00
-1.00







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 1 . 0 0
1'lO.SO
-1.00
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REGRESSION MODEL FOR OPEN C IRCUIT













































0 . 6 U 7 7
.0.8730
0.4667



























































































O . I * 0 0 7 0 0 E 03
0.2l* '*975E 03
0 .27 ' i l 05E 03
0.2'*6010E 03









2 6 8 G 2 5 E
1060ME
7 7 8 G 3 5 E
7S09'*6E



































CONSTANT MULT F DPI DF2 RSQR* RES.SSQ/DF2
33.07999 19.13 23 229 O . G 5 7 68.1*7633 . .
R E S I D U A L SSO.CBY D I F F . ) = 0.15G3107C 05, TOTAL SSQ= 0. '*5816U7E 05
C O R R E L A T I O i ! COEF. = 0.3110 '-
'* SQUARED CORRELATION COEF.
TABLE 2.5-1*
•R'EGR'ESSiON 'MODEL 'FOR •DI'SOHARGE
•i.


















































































































































































Q. '*0 '*G37E 02









0 . 3 9 5 G G H E 03




0.526 i* l*9E 02
0 .906I*65E 02
0.35927l*E 02
0 . 2 6 8 2 9 7 E 02
0 .39U075E (12
































































". CONSTANT MULT F DPI DF2 RSQR*
25.56338 73.56 29 223 0.905
RESIDUAL SSQ(BY DIFF.)= 0.255H*3l*E
CORRELATION COEF.=0.9515
._„.. RES.SSQ/nF2 ^  '_ *.SQUARED CORRELATION COEF.
,11.1*1*11*0
O/*/" TOTAL SSQ= 0.2695986E 05
TABLE 2.5-5




















































































































































CONSTANT MULT F DPI !)F2 RSQR* R
52.31*271 39.09 25 227 0.811 9'*


































































































































































TAHLE 2 . 5 - G









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 2 *^* 500























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAni.T 2 . S - 7




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-0.8062 . 1.5510 -0.238






0.6470 • .'-' '
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T A R L H 2.5-9n .
M A X I M U M G A S S I N G COMR! N A T I O N S ( O P E N C I R C U I T ) . r -
!
M A X . - - 69.68, L E V . - -1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 00 0~~ 1~ 0" ' • . „
M A X . " 69.52, L E V . - 1 -1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 -1 -1 0-1 1 0 . ' 0 0 00 0 1 ' 0 - ' ' i
MAX.- 68.92, LEV.- - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 68.33, L E V . - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - . 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . • - ,
M A X . - 67 .72 , L E V . - -1 1 . 1 - 1 -1 I -1 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0
M A X . - 67.1)3, L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 : 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
M A X . - 67.29, L E V . - - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 '
MAX.- 67.29, L E V . - - . 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 , • ' • :
M A X . - 67.23, L E V . - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 .0 00 0 0 1 0 . . . :
M A X . - 67.18, L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
 r
M A X . - 67.11), L E V . - 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
M A X . - . 67.1I|, L E V . - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 " . . - .
' M A X . " . 66.71, L E V . - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 0
 c
M A X . - 66.53, L E V . - - 1 - 1 1 1 . 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 0 •
M A X . - 66.53, L E V . - - 1 - 1 1-1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . . - . . . ' .
M A X . - 66.1(3, L E V . - 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 0 -1 1 !1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 66.1)2, L E V . - -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -I -1 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 66.09, L E V . - 1 1 1-1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . . . . ' .
M A X . - 65 .9U, L E V . - 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 0 ' -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 _
M A X . - 65.91), L E V . - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . ' . -
M A X . - 65.52, L E V . - - i i i - i - i i . i - i 1 0 - 1 i o o o o - o o i o :....:.:
M A X . - 65.U, L E V . = -1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 65.31), L E V . - -1 1 1 ' 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -•
M A X . - 65 .3U, L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 ....
M A X . - 65.21), L E V . - I l l - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 65 .22 , L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
M A X . - 65.09, L E V . - - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 65.09, L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 - l l l l l O l i n O O ' O O O l O
M A X . - 61). 911, L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 l -
M A X . = 61). 81), LEV. - 1 1 . 1 1 - 1 1 -1 -1 '-1 0 1 1 0.0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 61). 31), L E V . - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . , -
M A X . - 61). 79, L E V . = -11 1 1-1 1 -1 -1 -1 ' 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 v-
M A X . " 6U . 79 , L E V . - - 11 1 - 1 - 1 1 -1 1 -1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 .
M A X . - 61). 3 3 , L E V . - - 1 . - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . . • C
M A X . - 61). 33, L E V . " -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 0 -1 1 0 (1 0 l! 0 0 1 0
M A X . - t i l ) . 2 3 , L E V . = - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 1 0 . . . . .
M A X . - 61). 2 2 , L E V . - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 61). 2 1 , L E V . - - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 . < '
M A X . - 61). 1 3 , L E V . - . 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 6l | .0l i , L E V . - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 . - 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 6i). oi), I .PV. - 1 - 1 i - i ' - - i - i i . 1 o - V . i . o o o o n n i o '
M A X . - 61). 0 3 , LEV..- - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 6U. 03, L E V . - -1 -1 1. -1 1 - 1 - 1 1-1 0-1 1 0 0 0 0 0 -0 1 ' 0
M A X . - 63 .70 , L E V . - 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 1 (1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - C.3.70, L P V . = 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - 63 .2 i i , L E V . - - 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 .
M A X . - 63 .23, I E V . = -1 -.1 1 ' -1 -1 ' -1 -1 -1 1 0.1 1 0 0 0 ' 0 0. 0' 1 0
M A X . " 03.13, L E V . - - 1 1 1 ' I - 1 1 1 - 1 J : ' - I 1 ' ' ' " « ' 0 0 0 1 0
M A X . - G 3 . 1 3 , V l F V . = -1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 -0 -: 1 n 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 0
M A X . - 63.09, L E V . " -1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 " -3 1 " 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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-1
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-1 • •
-1 .
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-1
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_ 1 •• •
1
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-1
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' - I - - - •
1
-1 .:.. . ... . .
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-1
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-1
-1





















. • NO . =
N0.=
N0.=
1 NO . =
i M0.= .
NO . =
•" MO . =
NO . = ...
NO . =
'.I N0.=




! NO . =
r > N0.=
j NO . = .
j NO . =
P N0.=







! NO . =
j'i) I'M.3
; NO.= .| NO . =
jt HO. =































































M 1 N . =





M 1 N . =
M 1 N . =
M IN . =
M 1 N . =
MIN.=
M 1 N . =
MIN.=




M 1 N . =
MIN.=




M 1 M . =
M 1 M . =
MIN.=
M 1 M . =.
M 1 M . =
MIN.=
f1IM.=
M 1 M . =
M 1 N . =
MIN.=
MIN.=
M 1 N . =
M 1 N . =
M 1 N . =
MIN.=
MIN.=
M 1 1 J . =
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- 1 '• ,• ;'. :/ "' - . . ' • ..
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- 1 • • • ' . . ' ' , . - .
l • • ; / ' • . . - ' • ' -
.1 ... :..-i'.,i.^.... -.;..-!;!.
-1 . . . . . . ' .' ,
-1
...1
• • 1 •••••• ••• .1 • ',. ,. . 1
-1 •_...; L. :.'•..• '£•...
1 ,•• -
-1
1i — , ... ... , ._
! • ' • ' •
• -1
-1 ..... ,.. . ..-'.'





1 ....'., ._ .. ... ....1 •
-1 .
..-1 ._
•i ' ' • ; . . . ' . ' .1






• ' , ' '••
::#•'.'•
vi -' •' •
._._: ™_Jv
\ ... 'iiito *•'.'•» . •
TAP.LF. 2.5-11A
MINIMUM GASSING COMniNATIONS (COMBINED CAy)
151)5., M i l l . "
15U9. , M i l l . -
1673., M i l l . -
1677., M I I I . "
167U. , M i l l . .
1930., imi."
1678., M i l l . -
19li8., M i l l . "
i fi n-i MI ti BJ U UJ , , I l l l l . "
1738., M i l l . "
199"*., 1111!.-
1929., M i l l . "
1577., M l l l . -
1613., M i l l . "
171(2., Hi t ! ."
1737., M i l l . "
191(0., M i l l . "
2012., M l l l . -
19U7., M i l l . "
15!il., Ml!!."
1705., M I N . "
171)1., M i l l . "
151)7., Ml!! ."
1537., Ml!!."
1503., M I C . "
200 ' i . , M i l l ' . "
17U9. , .",!!.'.=
195')., M l l ! . =
1939., Mi l ! . -
i i: i: i 1' 1 II -1 3 j .1 . , 1 1 1 I J . —
IS.'ii., i ! l ! , ' .=
1567., M i l l . -
1675., M i l l . "
Hi65., I I I ! ! . "
.1691., M l ! l . =
17ilu. , M i l l . "
i:it2., :;!!!.=
1-152., M I ; : . "
1555., - 1 1 : 1 . "
i s i iu . , M l " . "
i <" 0 i . i l l ! 1 "
I : i9u . ! ; i i : ! . =
i » 7 u . , : ; i : ; . =
I j i l iS . , . 1 1 1 ! . =
i i i S 9 . , ; ' i i ! . ' .=
1 D'J !i M l ' 1 ^
i7i,)!| - l i i i : ! =
I1)!) 5 . r1 1 ft ~
is so!! M I D ! "
1550., Mill."
35ii., M A X . "
292. , M A X . "
355., M A X . "
Stil l . , M A X . "
ion . , M A X . -
300 . , M A X . "
' iC 3. , M A X . -
503. , M A X . "
2 91., M A X . -
30., M A x ! =
198., M A X . "
2 2 7 . , M A X . =
300. , M A X . "
1*91., M A X . =
. '(19., M A X . "
' (Cl ( . , M A X . =
223 . , M A X . "
99., M A X . "
299 . , M A X . "
l(i(., M A X . "
. 290 . , M A X . "
359., M A X . "
< ) 2 0 . , M A X . "
Hi l l . , M A X . "
3 :''!., M A X . -
235. , M A X . "
IKS . , M A X . "
36 S., M A X . "
122., M A X . "
' (27., M A X . "
1(92., M A X . "
230., M A X . -
868., M A X . -
200. , M A X . "
35')., M A X . "
107., M A X . "
35., M A X . "
37li. , M A X . -
323., M A X . -
301)., M A X . "
11')., M A X . "
I ) i i 7 . , M A X . "
5::., M A X . "
3l ' i7 . , M A X . "
i i ' . I H . , M A X . "
i'/::., M A X . -
i i i l ' i . , M A X . "
»".lj., M ; \ A . »
•CJil'. , M A X . -
3 7 n . . M A X . "
-7. Ill, L E V . -
-0.22, L E V . -
-5.30, L E V . -
-I(.C1, L E V . -
-3.21, LEV.-
-3.20, LEV.-
-2.03, L E V . -
-1.7')', L E V , "
- 1 '»'» 1 f\l a1 1 J J f L 11 V • —
-1.20, LEV. -
-1.25, LEV."
- l .n fc , LEV."
-0.00, L E V . "
-0.36, L E V . -
-0.07, LF.V.-
0.05, L E V . -
0.08, L E V . -
0.20, LEV. -
0.1.0, LEV.-
0.52, L E V . "
0.91(, L E V . "
1.21(, L E V . "




2.13, L E V . "
2.13, L E V . "
2.21), L E V . "
2 r 7 i r\i -• U/s Lll V • =
2.31, L E V . "
J. Oil, L E V . "
3.10, L E V . "
3.2I>, LEV."
3.1)7, L E V . "
3.53, LEV."
3.5'), L E V . "
3.59, L E V . =
3.70, L E V . "
3.31), L E V . "
X (» r l IT \j -J . . IJ , l,r. J , —
U . l l i ) , L E V . "
U . 2 S , L E V . "
U . 2 9 , L E V . =
't.'iS, L E V . "
h »• r | r \i _4 . I) I)
 f L 11 V . —
: • l*.71, L E V . "
Ii *\ 1 1 P \I —** • o 1 / L I. V • —
f c . S S , L E V . "
5.03, LEV.."
127.37, L E V . "
125.92, L E V . "
125.20, L E V . "
122.36, L E V . "
121.25, L E V . "
120.1(0, L E V . "
120.20, L E V . "
119.75, L E V . "
1 19 . 1*0 LFV =
119!so! LEV.' =
115. 7J(, L E V . "
115.51, L E V . "
11U.99, L E V . =
lli|.75, L E V . "
ll'(.l(0, L E V . "
11U.20, L E V . "
11'). 19, L E V . "
113.90, L E V . "
113.39, L E V . "
113.78, LEV."
113. Oil, L E V . "
112.33, L E V . "
112.25, L E V . "
112.21), L E V . "
110.55, L E V . "
110.00, L E V . "
109.05, LEV."
109.1(3, L E V ; "
109.16, L E V . "
108.89, LFV."
108.09, L E V . "
108.67, L E V . "
108.03, I .FV.»
103.00, L E V . "
108.39, I.EV."
103.33, LEV. .
ina . -Ol i , L E V . "
107.90, L E V . "
107.91), L E V . -
107.52, L E V . "
11)7.1)7, L I - V . »
107.3:1, L E V . "
107.21, L E V . -
1DI'>.!!7, L E V . "
10I I . /3 , I . E V . -
1HI '« . ' / : ! , L F V . -
..11)0.67, L l i V . -
J D l i . l i L 1 , L E V . "
l i i ( . . i ) i ) , I .I .V."
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i i1 Ai ii -ii i
-i ii -ii ii ii ii ii -ii -i
-i i
-i i1
 i ii ii ii -ii i
-i -ii -ii -ii -ii -ii ii ii ii -ii ii -ii i
-i -ii i
-i ii ' -i
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SSIIir, C O M B I N A T I O N S ( C O M B I N E D





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































... • ' MINIMUM GASSING LEVELS BY VARIABLE
VARIABLE NO. OPEN CIRCUIT DISCHARGE COMBINED "BEST" LEVEL
Level (1X1-X21) Level (1X1-X21) Level (1X1?-X21)
1 + (3.42)* + (0.78)* + (2.60)* +
2 - (2.09)* + (3.51)* + (2.34)* +
3 - (3.93)* - (4.98)* . - (5.85)* -
4 + (4.78)* - (8.98)* - (3.68)* -
5 . + (4.78)* - (3.14)* - (0.88)* +
6 + (0.58)* +(10.24)* +(12.03)* +
7 + (4.40)* - (1.35)* NI +
8 + (4.78)* NI + (3.91)* +
9 + (2.06)* - (7.84)* - (6.03)*
10 - (3.93) + (3.38) NI -
11 + (5.16)* - (1.72)* + (3.86)* +
12 -(10.18)* ' - (2.02)* -(12.83)* -
13 NI NI NI N/A
14 + (3.62) NI NI +
15 - (5.37) - (3.73) -(10.18) -
16 NI NI NI N/A
17 ' -(21.21) - (8.91) -(33.20) -
18 +(15.57) +(12.06)* +(27.18) +
19 -.(24.23)* -(31.74)* -(54.42)* -
'20 -(19.09) + (0.12)* -(20.92)
21 - (2.60) 0 - (5.58)
2 2 0 . 0 + (1.95)
23 + (2.80) 0 + (4.34)
24 + (1.53) 0 + (2.37)
25 + (4.94) + (3.92) +(11.85)
26 - (5.99) 0 - (5.29)
27 - (2.27) 0 - (2.08)
28 - (2,49) 0 - (2.60)
29 - (4.31) - (1.59) - (6.51)
30 0 - (4.33) - (3.60)
31 0 - (1.01) + (1.77)
32 + (3.32) .., ' * 0 + (3.91)
33 0 + (3.26) + (3.30)
34 0 + (1.78)
35 + (2.20) 0
36 0 - (3.38)
37 _(0_?7) • -U.29)
39 ;*(2.», .(°.37) .'I ••.«*.•
A1
































 J . -
0. =





























' ) . «
a.-
•J12., M i l l . -
420 . , M i l l . "
'.Khl., Mi l l . "
• I J i ) . , M i l l . "
3118., M i l l . "
41S,, M i l l . -
80S., M i l l . -
O O G . , M l l l . "
43G. , M i l l . "
3.1li., M i l l . -
O ' tS . , M i l l . "
031., M i l l . "
4S4. . M i l l . "
Oti4. , M i l l . "
004. , M i l l . "
500., Ml, 'I."
1012., - l l i l . "
404 . , M i l l . "
434 . , . 'Mi l . "
Olli., - l l l l . "
•Hili . . . 'Ili'l."
41'.)., • l l i l . =
452*. ' M i ; i . =
-.1112!! M I ' l . "
4, iS. , / .It . ' ."
1010!! M I I ; ! "
'-> i't . , "i 1 ': . -
3 S 7 . , ' I.1:."
!i 3 5 . , .' 1 •• . - '
45i) . , : i : .=
;i 4 2 '. ', ' r '.=
• I S K ! ! r- ! =
• • I I I ; . , ' 1 i . 3
i n s . , : ; r . =
: i l ' 0 ' '• | ' =1
0 7 S . , ' K!.=
4:).;'.', : 1:1! =
385., : I r l . "
15;::)., : A::.=
li 'i i - ,\v, =
14?5. , M A X . =
14!il.,. M A X . "
1423'.) M A X ! =
2032 , MAX =
1453., M A X . "
1488., M A X . "
1513., M A X . "
1456., M A X . =
1003., M A X . "
l i l ' JS. , M A X . "
1515., M A X . "
1007., M A X . "
11)03., M A X . "
1513., MAX."
1389., M A X . "
1035., M A X . "
12G3., M A X . "
1327., MAX."
i 'JGS., M A X . "
1775., M A X . "
21)00., M A X . "
1^1)4., M A X . "
1302., M A X . -
1421., M A X . "
2030., M A X . -
177fi. , M A X . -
1484., M A X . -
1'ifcO., M A X . "
1482., M A X . -
10G3., M A X . -
1424., M A X . -
1454., M A X . -
2 0 2 7 . , M A X . -
IS 11., ' M A X . -
2 0 2 5 . , M A X . -
ISO ' ) . , M A X . - '
i ' t ' i ti . , M A X . -
1. I l i ' l . , .'I:'. ^.«
13 30.. M A X . -
12.411, L F V . «
12.53, LT.V."
1 ? Ii '$ LTV *
12'. 53',' LFV'. -
12. lit), L C V . "
12. (ill, L i ;V.«










12. 7s! LFv! 3
12. 7G, LF.V. =
12.7li , LFV."
12. 7H, L F V . =
12.7(1, L F V . »
12.77, I .FV.=
12.78, L F V . =
12.7')! LI :V.=
12.70, L F V . =
12. 80, I.F.V."
12.81, I .FV.=
12.32, L F V . =
12.32, LF.V."
12.:; 3, L K V . =
12.83, LF.V."




12.r ,f i , I . F V . =




l'; 81' LFV •-
12.83, L F Y . =
12.30, LF .V.=
12.80, L F V . =




15.02, L K V . =
15.1)1, L F ' / . =
I S . f l f l , L ! T V . =
14 0(i LFV "
14. 0!i, LFV."
14.05, L F V . =
14.05, L F V . =
14.14, L F V . "
14.04, L F V . =
14.04, I.FV. =
14.03, L F V . "




14. Ofl , L F V . =
14.30, I.F.V."
14.83, L F V . "
14.88, LF.V."
14.83, L F V . "
14.87, LFV."
14.87, LEV."
14.37, L F V . »
14. 3G, LF.V."
14. 8G, LFV."
14. 3G, L F V . "
14. 85, LTV."
14.85, LFV."
14.35, L F V . "
14.85, L F V , "
Hi. 85, L F V . -
14.85, L K V . "
14.84, L F V . -
14. X4, L F V . -
14.84, L F V . -
14.34, LF.1/.-
14.84, LFV. -
14.83, L F V . «
14.32, LF.V..
14. C2, I .FV.-
14.31, L F V . -
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i -ii . i
i -i
i .-i
i -ii ii -i.
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MAXIMUM PER-CENT OXYGEN PICKUP



















19 . + (0.563)
20 - (1.520)
